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Abstract

We present a secure (fully abstract) compilation scheme to com-
pile an object-based high-level language to low-level machine code.
Full abstraction is achieved by relying on a fine-grained program
counter-based memory access protection scheme, which is part of
our low-level target language. We discuss why standard compilers
fail to provide full abstraction and introduce enhancements needed
to achieve this goal. We prove that our enhanced compilation scheme
provides full abstraction from our high-level source language to our
low-level target language. Lastly, we show by means of a prototype
implementation that our low-level language with fine-grained mem-
ory access control can be realized efficiently on modern commodity
platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-level programming languages such as Java, C#,
ML or Haskell offer protection facilities such as abstract
data types, the private field modifier, or module systems.
Such abstractions have long been used in programming
languages, at least since the 1970s [1], [2]. They were mainly
designed to enforce software engineering principles such as
information hiding and encapsulation, but they can also be
used as building blocks for providing security properties of
programs. For instance, declaring a field private in Java can
protect the confidentiality of that field towards less trusted
code running in the same Java Virtual Machine.

When such protection features are used for the purpose
of security, it is important to maintain the resulting security
properties when the program is compiled. The classical
way to formalize this notion of secure compilation is
full abstraction [3]. Roughly speaking, compilation from
a source language to a target language is fully abstract if
the contextual equivalence of source programs implies the
contextual equivalence of target programs and vice versa.
In other words, a source-level context can distinguish two
source programs if and only if a target-level context can
distinguish the two corresponding target programs.

Full abstraction (and more specifically the preservation of
contextual equivalence) is a good definition for secure com-
pilation, because contextual equivalence of programs can
express important security properties, such as confidentiality
and integrity properties. For instance, the fact that the value
of a static field f in a Java class C is confidential can be

expressed by saying that class C is contextually equivalent
to a class C ′ that only differs from C in its value for f . Full
abstraction entails the preservation of all security properties
that can be expressed using contextual equivalence.

Unfortunately, it is notoriously hard to securely compile
higher-level languages to lower-level languages. Even the
compilation of Java to JVM bytecode, or of C# to the .NET
intermediate language is known not to be fully abstract [4]
– even if for these cases the source and target languages
are relatively close. No state-of-the-art compiler of Java-
like or ML-like languages towards machine code on classic
Von Neumann computer architectures is even close to fully
abstract. As a consequence, security properties the source
program might have are possibly lost towards attackers
that can interact with the program at machine code level.
Unfortunately, this is a real and important issue, as attacks in
practice often rely on injecting machine code into a process’
address space [5]. Also, kernel-level malware can attack any
process in the system at the machine code level.

But recently, some important progress has been made. At
CSF 2010, Abadi and Plotkin [6] have shown how address
space layout randomization can achieve a probabilistic vari-
ant of full abstraction when compiling towards a low-level
language in which memory addresses are numbers. At CSF
2011, Jagadeesan et al. [7] have extended these results to a
more expressive programming language.

The main contribution of our paper is the proposal of
a secure compilation technique towards low-level machine
code. Instead of relying on randomization as Abadi and
Plotkin, or Jagadeesan et al., our compilation technique
builds on low-level memory access control techniques. It is
inspired by recently developed systems for the fine-grained
protection of small pieces of applications such as Flicker [8]
or TrustVisor [9]. These systems show that it is possible to
efficiently implement relatively fine-grained memory access
control on modern processors. In this paper, we show that
such fine-grained memory access control can in turn be used
to support fully abstract compilation from a simple Java-like
language to machine code.

More specifically, this paper makes the following contri-
butions:

● We formalize a simplified computer architecture that
models a modern processor with fine-grained memory



access control.
● We show by means of a prototype implementation

that such fine-grained memory access control can be
implemented efficiently on modern Intel processors.

● We define a compilation from a simple Java-like lan-
guage to this computer architecture, and we prove that
it is fully abstract.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
First we give an informal overview of our high- and low-
level languages and our compilation scheme in Section II.
Next, we formalize these languages and prove our full
abstraction theorem in Section III. We then introduce our
prototype implementation in Section IV. Next, we discuss
our approach in Section V. We compare related work in
Section VI and we conclude in Section VII.

II. INFORMAL OVERVIEW

This section presents a precise but informal overview
of our approach. We first introduce the high-level lan-
guage, and illustrate by means of examples in that language
how security properties can be expressed using contextual
equivalence. We then describe the low-level platform with
its fine-grained memory access control model. Finally, we
describe our compilation scheme. We first describe a basic,
straightforward compilation scheme and illustrate that it is
not fully abstract by means of counterexamples. We then
describe the more involved, fully abstract compilation by
discussing how it handles the counterexamples.

A. High-level language

Our high-level language is a small, single-threaded,
object-based language. It supports the basic constructs one
would expect of a modern programming language, including
branches, loops and local variables. Indirect method calls
are supported through method references (also known as
typed function pointers or delegates). The language does
not support dynamic allocation. Objects should be thought
of as compilation units that encapsulate private state. The
language is safe; one can prove progress and preservation
using standard methods [10].

Each high-level program consists of a number of objects,
each of which consists of private fields and public methods.
The supported base types are Unit, Int and the method ref-
erence type M⟨U → T ⟩. The language (as formally defined
in Appendix B) uses an assembly-like syntax for method
bodies, but, for readability, the code examples in this paper
are written using a Java-like syntax instead. Although this
alternative syntax significantly changes the appearance of the
language, it should be considered only a cosmetic change, as
it does not influence the safety or expressivity of the high-
level language. Figure 1 illustrates this syntax by showing
an example object that encapsulates a value and notifies a
listener through an indirect call whenever this value changes.

object o {
M<(Int, Int)->Unit> listener = null;
Int value = 0;

Unit setListener(M<(Int,Int)->Unit> l) {
listener = l;
return unit;

}

Int getValue() {
return value;

}

Unit setValue(Int v) {
if (listener != null && value != v) {
listener(value, v);

}
value = v
return unit;

}
}

Figure 1. Example of a high-level object

Execution of a high-level program starts in the main
method of the object named ot. The main method must
be typed ε → Int. Execution either ends with an integer
result c or gets stuck in an infinite loop. A program ends
its execution with a result c by returning c from the main
method.

B. Contextual equivalence and security properties

Like in any object-based language, the internal represen-
tation of an object is hidden from outside of that object’s
definition. This means some objects are equivalent from an
external point of view, even though they have a different
implementation. That is, two objects might have a different
internal representation, but no third object is able to differ-
entiate them. We say any two such objects are contextually
equivalent and we call a third object that tries to differentiate
them a test object, denoted OT .

We can use contextual equivalence to express important
security properties, such as the confidentiality and integrity
of private fields and the integrity of object invariants. This is
illustrated by the following examples (the first two examples
are taken from [6] but are adapted to our programming
language).
Example 1 (Confidentiality):

object o {
Int secret = 0;

Int m() {
secret = 0;
return 0;

}
}

object o {
Int secret = 0;

Int m() {
secret = 1;
return 0;

}
}

These two programs differ only in the value that they store in
the secret field. By saying these objects are contextually
equivalent, we are effectively saying that no external object
can read or deduce the value of the secret field.



Example 2 (Integrity):
object o {
Int zero = 0;

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb){
zero = 0;
Unit x = cb();
if (zero == 0)

return 0;
else return 1;

}
}

object o {
Int zero = 0;

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb){
zero = 0;
Unit x = cb();

return 0;

}
}

The left object checks whether changes were done to the
zero field during the callback cb(). By saying that these
objects are equivalent, we are expressing that the external
code that is called through the callback function cannot
modify the zero field.
Example 3 (Invariants):
object o {

Int min = 0;
Int max = 0;

[...]

Int m() {
if (min ≤ max) {

return 0;
} else {

return 1;
}

}
}

object o {
Int min = 0;
Int max = 0;

[...]

Int m() {

return 0;

}
}

By saying these objects are equivalent, we are expressing
that no external object can break the invariant min ≤ max.
This is a more general kind of integrity property on the data
encapsulated by an object.

For the high-level language, these contextual equivalences
(and their corresponding security properties) clearly hold,
because the only way a high-level test object can interact
with another object is through method calls and returns. No
high-level test object OT can distinguish the left object from
the right object for any of these three examples.

To actually execute a high-level program however (with-
out relying on an interpreter), it needs to be compiled
into a lower level assembly-language program. From the
viewpoint of an attacker, this low-level language is much
more powerful than the high-level language, because there is
no type system to make it safe. For instance, an attacker that
can inject code to interact with the compiled program at the
low level can read and write arbitrary memory locations. As
a consequence, none of the contextual equivalences in these
three examples would continue to hold at the low level, and
hence also the corresponding security properties are lost.

Our objective is to define a fully abstract compilation
scheme from the high-level language to a realistic low-
level assembly language. The compiler must ensure that if
any two high-level objects are contextually equivalent, then

so are their corresponding low-level translations. We limit
ourselves to the contextual equivalence of single objects in
this paper. Hence, we define a context to be an arbitrary
test object OT , which can be linked to a single object O.
Linking1 a context OT with an object-under-test O yields a
program OT [O]. If no OT can distinguish two implementa-
tions of O then these two implementations are contextually
equivalent. The notion of contextual equivalence can be
generalized to talk about multiple objects, which can all
interact with each other as well as with the test object. We
leave this generalization for future work; many interesting
security properties can already be expressed using single
objects.

The validity of our full abstraction theorem implies that
any high-level security property that can be expressed using
contextual equivalence also holds at the low level. The power
of a low-level attacker is effectively reduced to that of a
high-level attacker, because any vulnerability that can be
exploited at the low level can also be exploited at the high
level.

C. Low-level language

The low-level language, which will be the target language
of our compiler, models a Von Neumann computer architec-
ture that offers fine-grained, program counter-based memory
access control.

The basic machine model consists of a program counter,
a register file, a flags register and a memory space. The
program counter indicates the address of the next instruction
to execute. The register file contains 12 general purpose
registers R0 to R11 and a stack pointer register SP. The
stack grows down, i.e. from high to low memory addresses.
The flags register contains a zero flag ZF and a sign flag
SF, which are set or cleared by arithmetic instructions and
are used by branching instructions. The memory space is a
function mapping addresses to words and contains all code
and data. Addresses, words, registers and instructions are
all 32 bits wide and memory is also addressed in multiples
of 32 bits. The supported machine instructions are shown in
Table I. So far, the low-level platform is effectively a simple
model of the Intel x86 platform.

In order to support fully abstract compilation, some pro-
tection mechanism is necessary at the low level. We propose
to use a fine-grained, program counter-based memory access
control scheme. The scheme is inspired by existing low-level
memory protection systems [8], [9], [11].

Memory is logically divided into protected and unpro-
tected memory. The former is further divided into a code and
a data section. Within the code section, a variable number
of memory addresses are designated as entry points. These

1In this paper the [] symbols are used as a simple syntactic operator
for constructing a program out of two objects, whereas in related work it
is used as a meta-level operator mapping a context and an expression to
another expression.



movl rd rs Load the word from the memory address in
register rs into register rd.

movs rd rs Store the word from register rs at the address in
register rd.

movi rd i Load the constant value i into register rd.
add rd rs Write (rd + rs) mod 232 in register rd and set

the ZF flag according to the result.
sub rd rs Write (rd − rs) mod 232 in register rd and set

the ZF flag according to the result.
cmp r1 r2 Calculate r1 − r2 and set the ZF and SF flags

according to the result.
jmp ri Jump to the address located in register ri.
je ri If the ZF flag is set, jump to the address located

in register ri.
jl ri If the SF flag is set, jump to the address located

in register ri.
call ri Push the value of the program counter onto

the top of the stack and jump to the address
contained in register ri.

ret Pop a value from the top of the stack and jump
to the popped location.

halt Stop execution with the result in register R0.

Table I
LOW-LEVEL INSTRUCTIONS

from \ to Protected Unprotected
Entry point Code Data

Protected r x r x r w r w x
Unprotected x r w x

Table II
READ-WRITE-EXECUTE MEMORY PERMISSIONS ENFORCED BY THE

LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGE

addresses are the only points through which execution of
code in protected memory can start. Table II shows the mem-
ory access control rules enforced by the low-level language.
The size and location of each of the memory sections and
the location of the entry points are specified by a memory
descriptor, which can be considered a configuration structure
for the low-level language. In Section IV we show how
this memory access control scheme can be implemented
efficiently on modern commodity hardware.

Execution of a low-level program starts at the first address
of unprotected memory. It either ends with an integer result
or gets stuck in an infinite loop. To end with a result c,
the halt instruction must be executed with register R0
containing the value c. If an invalid memory access attempt
is made, the value 0 is placed in register R0 and execution
is halted.

D. Compilation

We now get to our main result, the fully abstract com-
pilation scheme. We describe the compilation of a single
high-level object O. This is sufficient to study full ab-
straction for our definition of contextual equivalence. High-
level contextual equivalence was already defined above:
two high-level objects are equivalent if no test object can
distinguish them. At the low level, two compiled objects

are contextually equivalent if no arbitrary machine code
placed in the unprotected area of memory can distinguish
the compiled objects.

We introduce our compilation scheme in two steps. First
we describe a basic, straightforward compilation that places
the code and data of the compiled object in the protected
memory area and configures the entry points such that
control flow can only enter at the start of each method.
This scheme is sound, in the sense that two nonequivalent
high-level objects will be compiled into two nonequivalent
low-level modules. It also provides some basic protection;
for instance, the low-level context cannot just scan memory
to find the values of object fields as this is prevented by the
low-level memory access control scheme.

However the basic scheme fails to be fully abstract.
We show this by means of counterexamples. These
counterexamples then motivate the final definition of
our compilation scheme, for which we will prove full
abstraction in Section III.

1) Basic compilation: The compilation of a high-level
object O results in a low-level module O↓, consisting of a
partial memory space and a memory descriptor. We should
prevent the low-level context from being able to distinguish
two modules just by their size. Hence, a constant amount
of memory is reserved for each translated object, indepen-
dent of the actual memory space required. The translated
object will be placed in protected memory and the memory
descriptor divides the reserved space equally over the code
and the data section. The compiler assumes the stack pointer
register is set up by the context and is pointing to free space
in unprotected memory.

The compilation process consists of translating each field
and each method of the input object. To prevent a low-level
module from being distinguished by the order of its methods
in memory, all methods are first sorted alphabetically. Fields
and methods are then given a unique index number starting
at 0, based on their order of occurrence. Parameters and
local variables are given a method-local index number. For
a field fi, one word of memory is reserved at the ith
memory address of the data section. Integer-typed constants
are translated to their corresponding numeric value. Unit-
typed constants are translated to 0 and the null method
reference is translated to the highest address 0xFFFFFFFF.

To translate a method body, the compiler processes each
high-level statement in turn, translating it into a list of
instructions that performs the corresponding operation. Reg-
isters R0 to R3 are used as general working registers and
return values are passed through R0 as well. The first eight
parameters are passed through registers R4 to R11 and
additional parameters are spilled onto the run-time stack.
A prologue is prepended to each translated method body
and an epilogue is appended to it. The prologue allocates
and initializes a new activation record on the stack, which



contains the method’s local variables and parameters. The
epilogue deallocates this activation record when the method
is done. This code is placed in free space in the code section.

In addition to translating each method’s body, an entry
point is generated for each method as well. The entry point
for method mi is placed at address i∗128 of the code section.
The offset of 128 memory locations is chosen arbitrarily,
with the only condition that there is enough space between
entry points to perform a number of simple operations, as
will be described in section II-D3. The code at each entry
point consists of two parts: (1) a call to the method’s body
and (2) a return instruction. When the call to the body
returns, the return instruction will simply return control to
the location from which the entry point was called.

Because the low-level language allows protected memory
to be entered only through one of the entry points, an ad-
ditional return entry point is generated to support returning
from a callback (i.e. a call back to the context). To perform a
callback, first the actual return address is placed on the stack,
followed by the address of the return entry point. Control
is then transferred to the context by a jmp instruction.
When the context returns from the callback, control will
first be transferred to the return entry point, which will then
subsequently return back to the actual return address.

The compilation scheme as described above ensures that
a module is exited either through a callback, or through the
return statement at the end of an entry point. Therefore, we
name the second part of each entry point as an exit point.

2) Limitations of the basic compilation scheme: The
compilation scheme defined so far is not fully abstract, as
illustrated by the examples below:
Example 4 (Stack security):
object o {
Int secret = 0;

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb)
{
Int x = secret;
Unit y = cb();
return 0;

}
}

object o {
Int secret = 1;

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb)
{

Int x = secret;
Unit y = cb();
return 0;

}
}

These high-level objects are equivalent but their low-level
translations are not. Because local variables are placed on
the runtime stack (in unprotected memory) and a low-level
attacker can read unprotected memory, he can read the value
of x during the callback cb(). This variable x contains the
value of secret, which is different for both objects.

The current compilation scheme does not entail the con-
fidentiality or integrity of the run-time stack, which allows
attackers to read and write local variables. An attacker can
use this vulnerability to read secrets from the stack, similar
to a buffer-overread attack [12], or he can even tamper with
control flow by overwriting a return address, similar to a
classic return address clobbering attack [5].

Example 5 (Illegal addresses):
object o {1

Int f = 1;2

3

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb)4

{5

Unit x = cb();6

f += 1;7

f -= 1;8

return f;9

}10

}11

object o {
Int f = 1;

Int m(M<ε->Unit> cb)
{
Unit x = cb();
f -= 1;
f += 1;
return f;

}
}

These high-level objects are equivalent, as in both objects
the method m always returns 1. A low-level attacker can
differentiate their translations however, by giving the address
of the instructions corresponding to line 8 as the callback
cb. In this case, the left object will decrement f without
first incrementing it, while the right object will increment f
without first decrementing it. This will result in f having a
value of 0 in the left object and 2 in the right. This attack
is similar to a return-oriented programming attack [13].
Example 6 (Information leakage):
object o {

Int m() {
Int x = 0;
if (x == 0) {

return 0;
} else {

return 0;
}

}
}

object o {
Int m() {
Int x = 1;
if (x == 0) {

return 0;
} else {

return 0;
}

}
}

These high-level objects are equivalent, as in both objects
the method m always returns 0. A low-level attacker can
differentiate their translations however, due to the equality
test in the condition of the if-statement. This test sets the
ZF flag in the first object and clears it in the second.
This example illustrates that the flags register can leak
information. Information can also be leaked through the
general purpose registers R0 to R11 or through the stack
pointer register SP.
Example 7 (Value of unit):

object o {
Unit m(Unit x) {
return unit;

}
}

object o {
Unit m(Unit x) {

return x;
}

}
These high-level objects are equivalent, because the only
possible value of type Unit is unit. Their low-level
translations however are not, because a low-level attacker
can use any 32-bit value for parameter x.

As there is no purpose for having Unit-typed method
parameters, this might seem to be an artificial problem.
However, this problem is similar to a full abstraction failure
for the .NET C# compiler reported by Kennedy [4], where
the boolean type is two valued in C# but is byte valued in
the .NET virtual machine.



3) Secure compilation: To counter the potential vulnera-
bilities described above, we make a number of enhancements
to the compilation scheme. We show in Section III that these
enhancements make the compilation scheme fully abstract.

Stack security: The compiler must ensure the confi-
dentiality and integrity of variables and control structures
on the run-time stack. Instead of storing the entire stack in
unprotected memory, it is split into an unprotected stack
in unprotected memory and a secure stack in the data
section of protected memory. The protected module places
its activation records exclusively on the secure stack.

At the start of each entry point, the stack is switched to
the secure stack and the spilled parameters for the method
call (if any) are moved from the unprotected to the secure
stack. At each exit point, the stack is restored to its previous
address in unprotected memory. To implement these stack
switches, the compiler introduces a shadow stack pointer
field in the data section. It is initialized to the address of
the middle of the data section, where the base of the secure
stack will be located. At each entry and exit point, code is
added to swap the value of the stack pointer register with
the value of the shadow field.

A call from the protected module to unprotected memory
is performed by first pushing the actual return address
onto the secure stack. Next, the stack is switched to the
unprotected stack and the address of the return entry point
and any spilled parameters are pushed onto it. Control is
then transferred to the context by a jump. When the callback
returns, control will first be transferred to the return entry
point, which switches back to the secure stack and subse-
quently transfers control back to the actual return address.
Because data are written to the unprotected stack during this
process, the compiler must ensure that the location of the
unprotected stack is valid before it writes to it. That is, the
address of the unprotected stack must lie out of protected
memory, for otherwise parts of protected memory might get
overwritten. Therefore, at each entry point, before swapping
the value of the stack pointer register with the value of the
shadow field, a run-time check is added to verify that the
SP register is pointing to unprotected memory. If this check
fails, the value 0 is placed into R0 and the halt instruction
is executed.

To prevent the context from tampering with control flow
by jumping to the return entry point when there is no
callback to return from, the compiler initializes the first
location of the secure stack to the address of a procedure
that writes 0 to the R0 register and then halts execution. The
return entry point will jump to this address if it is called
when there is no callback to return from.

Because the first half of the data section is now reserved
for the secure stack, the memory space for a field fi will
now be located at the ith address of the second half of the
data section. Figure 2 illustrates the memory layout used
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0xFFFFFF

...

Figure 2. Memory layout of the secure compilation scheme

by the secure compilation scheme. Note that this memory
layout ensures that an overflow of the secure stack will result
in a memory access violation, as the code section is non-
writable.

Illegal addresses: The compiler must ensure the in-
tegrity of control flow when jumping from a protected
module to an externally supplied address. Such a jump
occurs at each indirect call and at each exit point. For an
indirect call, a valid destination address is (1) an address
outside of the module’s memory bounds, or (2) the address
of one of the module’s own methods with a correct signature.
For an exit point, only addresses outside of the module’s
memory bounds are valid. A call or return to the address
0xFFFFFFFF is also not allowed, because it corresponds to
the null method reference.

The compiler adds run-time checks for these conditions at
each indirect call and exit point. A check for the first type of
addresses is straightforward to implement, while a check for
the second type of addresses is more complicated, because
it requires run-time type information. A simpler alternative
solution would be to forbid indirect calls from an object to
the same object in the high-level language. The compiler
could then add a simple run-time check that any indirect
call must go outside the protected module’s memory bounds.
This would not be a significant restriction, as any indirect
call to a local method m can be replaced by an indirect call
to a wrapper method of the context that calls m.

Information leakage: In the high-level language, the
only way for two objects to communicate, is through method
calls and returns. The compiler must ensure that a low-level
attacker cannot use any other communication channels, as
this might leak information that should be kept private to
the module under protection.

The low-level computer model inherently provides three
ways to exchange information: (1) through unprotected
memory, (2) through the flags register and (3) through the
general purpose registers R0 to R11 and SP. The first method
is already precluded, because only spilled parameters are
written to the unprotected stack and these values are also
available at the high level. The SP register does not convey



private information, because it is restored to the location of
the unprotected stack whenever control leaves the protected
module. The compiler constrains the other communication
methods as follows:

● The flags are cleared at each callback and exit point.
● Every general purpose register except R0 is cleared at

each exit point.
● Every general purpose register is cleared at each call-

back, except if it is used for passing a parameter.
The compiler generates code at each callback and exit point
to enforce these constraints.

Value of unit: The compiler must ensure that all mem-
ory locations corresponding to high-level fields and variables
contain only values for which there is a corresponding high-
level value. The only value of type Unit is unit and
the corresponding low-level value was chosen to be 0. The
compiler enforces this constraint by adding a run-time check
at each entry point, to verify that the value of any Unit-
typed parameter is 0. The same check is added at each
callback to a method with return type Unit. If the check
fails, the value 0 is placed into register R0 and the halt
instruction is executed.

III. FORMALIZATION

In this section, we formalize the concepts defined in the
previous section and prove that our compilation scheme
is fully abstract. We first introduce a number of basic
definitions. We then make a number of simplifications to the
high-level language, which allow us to focus on the essence
of our formalization. Next we introduce traces and finally
we discuss our full abstraction proof.

A. Definitions

Any high-level program can be written as OT [O], where
OT is an object representing the test context and O is
the test subject (i.e. the object to protect). The context is
modeled as a single object, because from the viewpoint of
the subject, the entire context is considered as a (potentially
malicious) black box. The internal structure of this black
box is irrelevant. Similarly, we write a low-level program as
MT [M], with MT the test context and M the test subject
(i.e. the module under protection).

The execution of a high-level program OT [O] is written
as OT [O]→∗ c if it ends with result c and as OT [O]→∗ ☇
if it gets stuck in an infinite loop. The same notation is
used for low-level programs. We can now formally define
what it means for two objects or modules to be contextually
equivalent:

Definition 1 (High-level equivalence): For any two high-
level objects O1 and O2, we define O1 ≃ O2 as:

∀OT ∶ OT [O1]→∗ c⇐⇒ OT [O2]→∗ c

Definition 2 (Low-level equivalence): For any two low-
level modules M1 and M2, we define M1 ≃M2 as:

∀MT ∶MT [M1]→∗ c⇐⇒MT [M2]→∗ c
Note that these definitions of high- and low-level con-

textual equivalence are based purely on the results of
executions. We do not consider side channel attacks that
could trivially break full abstraction in practice, such as
timing attacks or attacks on platform-specific features such
as caches or I/O channels.

B. Simplifications

For our formalization, we make three simplifications to
the languages defined in the previous section. These simpli-
fications impose no fundamental limitations but allow us to
focus on the essence of our formalization.

1) The number of parameters: We limit the number of
parameters of each method to eight. This prevents any
parameter from being spilled onto the run-time stack and
allows the compiler to pass all parameters through registers.
If more than eight parameters need to be passed, their values
can be stored in fields and a reference to a method that
returns the value of each of these fields can be passed
instead.

2) Indirect method calls: We disallow indirect method
calls from the test subject to one of its own methods; only
references to methods of the test context can be created.
As explained in Section II-D3, this is not a fundamental
limitation but it avoids the compiler from having to add
run-time type information to check whether an indirect call
is valid.

3) The exit statement: We allow the test context OT to
use an exit(c) statement, to end execution abruptly with
a result c. Without this statement, the context might not be
able to signal a detected difference between two subjects to
the environment before the execution ends up in an infinite
loop. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 8 (Use for the exit statement):

object o {
Int m(M<Int->Unit> cb)
{
Unit x = cb(1);
while(1) { };
return 0;

}
}

object o {
Int m(M<Int->Unit> cb)
{

Unit x = cb(2);
while(1) { };
return 0;

}
}

These objects are not equivalent because the left object calls
the callback cb with argument 1, while the right object
calls it with argument 2. However, the context would not
be able to signal this detected difference to the environment
without the exit statement, because both objects end up in
an infinite loop after returning from the callback.



C. Languages and compiler

Our high- and low-level languages are formalized us-
ing standard semantic techniques such as BNF grammars
for syntax definitions and inference rules for operational
semantics and typing. These formalizations can be found
in Appendix B. Our compiler has been formalized in the
form of an OCaml implementation, which can be found in
Appendix D.

D. Traces

Before proving our full abstraction theorem, we first
introduce high- and low-level traces, which let us reason
about executions at a higher level of abstraction. Appendix C
gives a formal definition of high- and low-level traces.
Proving full abstraction using execution traces was inspired
by Jeffrey and Rathke’s fully abstract trace semantics for
Java Jr [14].

1) High-level traces: The trace of a high-level program
OT [O] describes the interactions made between OT and
O during its execution. That is, a trace a consists of the
sequence of basic actions that occur during the execution of
a program. Each high-level basic action ah is either:

● a call ‘call m(v)?’ from OT to O, where m is the
method that was called and v are the values passed as
parameters

● a return ‘ret v!’ from O to OT , where v is the return
value

● a callback ‘call m(v)!’ from O to OT , where m is the
method that was called and v are the values passed as
parameters

● a returnback ‘ret v?’ from OT to O, where v is the
return value

By design of the high-level language, the only way two
objects can communicate is through method calls and re-
turns. Therefore, high-level traces capture all communication
between a test context and a test subject in a high-level
execution.

2) Low-level traces: The low-level trace of a program
MT [M] describes the interactions made between MT and
M during its execution. Each low-level basic action al is
either:

● a call ‘call p(v)?’ from MT to M , where p is the
address to which the call was made and v are the values
passed as parameters

● a return ‘ret v!’ from M to MT , where v is the return
value

● a callback ‘call p(v)!’ from M to MT , where p is the
address to which the callback was made and v are the
values passed as parameters

● a returnback ‘ret v?’ from MT to M , where v is the
return value

Due to the information leakage countermeasures described
in Section II-D3, low-level traces capture all communication

between a test context and a test subject in a low-level
execution.

E. Full abstraction

1) Overview: We can now define what it means for our
compilation scheme to be fully abstract. Full abstraction
breaks down into two parts: soundness and completeness.

Theorem 1 (Soundness): For any two high-level objects
O1 and O2, we have:

O1 ↓ ≃ O2 ↓ ⇒ O1 ≃ O2

The soundness theorem can be considered as stating that the
compiler is correct. Proving this theorem is nontrivial, but
is not the main focus of this paper. Hence, we do not prove
the soundness theorem here.

Theorem 2 (Completeness): For any two high-level ob-
jects O1 and O2, we have:

O1 ≃ O2 ⇒ O1 ↓ ≃ O2 ↓
To prove the completeness theorem, we will prove the

equivalent statement O1 ↓ /≃ O2 ↓ ⇒ O1 /≃ O2. Suppose
O1 ↓ /≃ O2 ↓, then (wlog) there exists an MT such that
MT [O1 ↓]→∗ c and MT [O2 ↓] /→∗ c. For our full abstraction
proof, we will assume that MT does this without overflowing
the secure stack. Let a1 and a2 be the traces of MT [O1 ↓]
and MT [O2 ↓] respectively. As the only way for MT to
differentiate O1 ↓ and O2 ↓ is by communicating with them
through the basic actions described in the previous section,
we know a1 ≠ a2. We will describe an algorithm that, when
given O1, O2, a1 and a2 as input, will construct an OT such
that OT [O1]→∗ c and OT [O2] /→∗ c. The existence of this
algorithm proves the completeness theorem. The algorithm
relies on the following two propositions:

Proposition 1: If we number the actions of a high- or
low-level trace starting at 0, then each even-numbered action
is a call or a returnback and each odd-numbered action is a
return or a callback.

Proof: Control initially is in the test context and each
time an action is performed, control is switched from the test
context to the test subject or vice versa. When the context
is in control, it can only perform a call or a returnback and
when the subject is in control, it can only perform a return
or a callback.

Proposition 2: Any two unequal traces a1 and a2, gener-
ated by MT [O1 ↓] and MT [O2 ↓] respectively, differ for the
first time at an odd-numbered action.

Proof: By Proposition 1, all even-numbered actions are
calls or returnbacks, which originate from MT . Suppose the
first differing action originates from MT , then right before
that differing action, the program counter or the value of
some memory location of MT would have had to be different
in the two executions, which can only be caused by a prior
differing action.



2) Interpreting low-level values as high-level values:
Before defining the algorithm, we first define a function
v↑T mapping low-level values to a corresponding high-level
construct. We assume this function is part of the main
algorithm, so it has access to the OT under construction.
When given a low-level value v and a type T , the function
v↑T returns a corresponding high-level value of the given
type and possibly extends OT with one additional method.
The function uses a method table, which maps (address,
method type) pairs to methods of OT . This table is static,
i.e., it is kept intact across different calls to this function.
The result depends on the given type T :

● if T = Unit, then v↑T = unit
● if T = Int, then v↑T = v
● if T = M⟨U → T ′⟩, then v↑T depends on whether the

method table contains an entry (v,U → T ′)→ ot.mi

– if so, then v↑T = ot.mi

– if not, then OT is extended with a new
method mj , with type U → T ′ and v↑T = ot.mj .
The method table is extended with the entry(v,U → T ′)→ ot.mj .

If OT is extended with a new method of type U → T ′, that
method must contain a return statement to be syntactically
correct:

● if T ′ = Unit, then the return value is unit
● if T ′ = Int, then the return value is 0
● if T ′ = M⟨U ′ → T ′′⟩, then the return value is null

3) Algorithm: The algorithm for constructing OT uses an
integer step counter variable i, a stack of return locations
r and a current method mc. The step counter i determines
the two current basic actions a(i)1 and a

(i)
2 . The algorithm

uses an interpreter for the high-level language as a sub-
component.

Initialization: OT is initialized to:

object ot {
Int step = 0;

Int main() {
return 0;

}
}

The return location stack r is empty, the current method
mc is set to main and the step counter i is set to 0. A
scan is made of O1, O2 and their low-level translations,
to create a list of all method reference constants and their
corresponding type. For each method reference ot.mk with
type U → T and corresponding low-level value p, a method
mk is created in OT and an entry (p,U → T )→ ot.mk is
added to the method table of the v↑T function defined above.

After initialization, the algorithm alternates between a
construction mode and an execution mode and increments i
by 1 at each alternation. It maintains the following invariant:∀j < i ∶ a(j)1 = a(j)2 .

Construction mode: Whenever the algorithm is in this
mode, i is even, so by Proposition 2 we have a(i)1 = a(i)2 ≡
a(i). The algorithm will add a block of code right before
the return statement of the current method mc. The code to
add depends on the type of a(i):

● for a call: a(i) = call p(v)?, the code to add is:
if (step == <i>) {

step += 1;
T0 x0 = <v0↑T0>;
...
Tj xj = <vj↑Tj>;
T ret = <o.mk>(x0,...,xj);⇒

}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter2 i, the <vi↑Ti>’s are replaced with the
result of the function described above and the arrow
indicates the return location lr. The method o.mk is
determined by the address p: it must correspond to
one of the method entry points of O1 ↓ and O2 ↓, for
otherwise the two low-level executions that generated
a1 and a2 would both have halted with result 0 after
performing this call, which would implicate a1 = a2,
contradicting the precondition that they are differen-
tiating traces. The method index k is determined as:
k = p−b

128
, with b the base address of the protected code

section. By inspecting the method signature of o.mk

in O1 and O2, the parameter types of o.mk can be
determined, allowing the algorithm to determine the
types Ti for the calls to the v↑T function.
After generating this block of code, the algorithm
increments its internal step counter i, pushes lr onto
the return stack r and switches to the execution mode,
passing the location of o.mk in O1 and the location of
o.mk in O2 as arguments.

● for a returnback: a(i) = ret v?, the code to add is:
if (step == <i>) {

step += 1;
T x = <v↑T>;
return x;

}
Where <i> and <v↑T> are replaced as described above.
The type T to use in the call to v↑T is the return type
of the current method mc.
After generating this block of code, the algorithm in-
crements its internal step counter i, pops two locations
l1 and l2 from the the return stack r and switches to
the execution mode, passing l1 and l2 as arguments.

Execution mode: Whenever the algorithm is in this mode,
the step counter i is odd. This mode takes two arguments l1
and l2, pointing to code locations in O1 and O2 respectively.
The algorithm first checks if the current low-level actions
a
(i)
1 and a

(i)
2 exist. At least one of them must exist, for

2The step field has a limited 32-bit range, but we can simulate a field
with an arbitrarily large range using multiple fields.



otherwise a1 = a2. If a(i)1 exists, the algorithm runs its
interpreter from location l1 until it encounters a callback or
a return to OT . If a(i)2 exists, it does the same for location l2.
If only one exists, we assume (wlog) it is a(i)1 . The algorithm
continues based on the type of the encountered action:
If only a(i)1 exists:

● for a return: ret v!
The algorithm first determines lr, which is the code
location in OT this return returns to, by popping it from
the top of the return stack. It then adds the statement
‘exit(1)’ at this location and ends.

● for a callback: call ot.mk(v)!
The algorithm adds the following code right before the
final return statement in method mk of OT :
if (step == <i>) {

exit(1);
}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter i. The algorithm ends after adding this
code.

If both a(i)1 and a(i)2 exist:
● for two returns: ret v1! and ret v2!

The algorithm first determines lr, which is the code
location in OT the return statements return to, by
popping it from the top of the return stack. The current
method mc is set to the method containing this location.
The algorithm then checks whether the values of v1 and
v2 are equal. If so, the algorithm adds the statement
‘step += 1’ at location lr, it then increments its
internal step counter i and returns to the construction
mode.
If the values are different, the algorithm adds the
following code at location lr:
if (ret == <v1>) {

exit(1);
} else {

exit(2);
}
Where <v1> is replaced by v1. The algorithm ends after
adding this block of code.

● for two callbacks: ot.mk1(v1) and ot.mk2(v2)
If mk1 =mk2 ≡mk and v1 = v2, the algorithm adds the
following code right before the final return statement in
mk:
if (step == <i>) {

step += 1;
}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter i. It then pushes the locations in O1 and O2

right after the callbacks onto the return stack, sets mk as
the new current method and increments its internal step
counter i, before returning to the construction mode.
If mk1 =mk2 ≡mk but v1 ≠ v2, the algorithm adds the
following code right before the final return statement
in mk:

if (step == <i>) {
if (<xj> == <v1>) {

exit(1);
} else {

exit(2);
}

}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter i, <xj> is replaced with the name of the
formal parameter with the differing value and <v1> is
the differing value given by O1. The algorithm ends at
this point.
If mk1 ≠ mk2, the algorithm adds the following code
to mk1 and mk2:
if (step == <i>) {

exit(<num>);
}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter i and <num> is 1 in mk1 and 2 in mk2.
The algorithm ends at this point.

● for two different actions: ret v! and call ot.mk(v)!
The algorithm pops the return location lr from the
return stack and adds the statement ‘exit(1)’ at that
location. It then adds the following code right before
the final return statement in ot.mk:
if (step == <i>) {

exit(2);
}
Where <i> is replaced with the current value of the
step counter i. The algorithm ends at this point.

4) Proof: We will now prove that the OT constructed by
the algorithm above can indeed differentiate between O1 and
O2. We only give a sketch of the proof in this section and
leave the full proof for Appendix A.

The algorithm relies on maintaining an equivalence be-
tween the states of O1 and O1 ↓ in the executions OT [O1]
and MT [O1 ↓], and similarly between the states of O2 and
O2 ↓. We first define what we mean by this equivalence.

Definition 3 (Equivalent states): We say that the state of
O at a certain point in the execution of OT [O] is equivalent
to the state of O↓ at a certain point in the execution of
MT [O↓], when:

1) If the next statement to be executed at the high-level is
part of O, then the low-level program counter points
to the first instruction corresponding to that statement
in O↓.

2) For any Int-typed field, local variable or parameter in
O with value v, the corresponding memory location
in O↓ contains the same value v.

3) For any Unit-typed field, local variable or parameter in
O, the corresponding memory location in O↓ contains
the value 0.

4) For any two fields, local variables or parameters in O
with the same method reference type M⟨U → T ⟩ with
values ot.mk1 and ot.mk2 respectively, the values of



the two corresponding memory locations in O↓ are
equal iff ot.mk1 = ot.mk2.

We can now sketch our proof of why the algorithm
described above is correct.

Theorem 3 (Algorithm correctness): When given two
high-level objects O1 and O2 and two low-level traces
a1 and a2 belonging to the executions of MT [O1 ↓]
and MT [O2 ↓] respectively, where MT is a low-level
module that differentiates between O1 ↓ and O2 ↓ without
overflowing the secure stack, the algorithm described above
constructs an OT that differentiates between O1 and O2.

Proof sketch: Because the compiler translates each
initial high-level field value to a corresponding low-level
value, the state of O1 and O1 ↓ are equivalent at the
start of the executions of OT [O1] and MT [O1 ↓]. The
same applies to the states of O2 and O2 ↓. Because OT

mimics all the basic actions performed by MT , we argue
that OT maintains this correspondence of high- and low-
level subject states throughout the executions. Because of
this state correspondence, O1 and O2 will perform high-
level basic actions similar to their low-level counterparts
O1 ↓ and O2 ↓ respectively. Therefore, when the low-level
actions a(2i+1)1 and a(2i+1)2 differ, so will the corresponding
high-level actions b(2i+1)1 and b(2i+1)2 generated by OT [O1]
and OT [O2] respectively. By the construction of OT , any
detected difference between O1 and O2 is reported to the
environment immediately, using the exit statement. Hence,
the OT constructed using the algorithm described above
differentiates O1 from O2.

Theorem 4 (Full abstraction): For any two high-level ob-
jects O1 and O2, we have (up to the limited size of the secure
stack):

O1 ≃ O2 ⇔ O1 ↓ ≃ O2 ↓
Proof: Follows directly from our assumption of sound-

ness and from Theorem 3.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our full abstraction result relies on the program counter-
based memory access control scheme of the low-level lan-
guage. This result is only useful in practice if it has an effi-
cient real-world implementation. Efficiency is important, as
the main motivation to compile a language is performance;
if one does not care about performance, one can simply
interpret the high-level program, which is safe assuming the
interpreter and underlying operating system are safe. At least
three types of implementations are possible: (1) a hardware
implementation, (2) a software implementation based on the
virtualization support offered by modern processors and (3)
a software kernel-level implementation.

An important difference between these three types is the
size of the trusted computing base (TCB). Having a small
TCB is important because this gives better assurance that
there are no vulnerabilities in the implementation that could

Figure 3. The architecture of our prototype is based on two virtual
machines to minimize performance overhead

be exploited to bypass the access control scheme. Recent
research [11], [15] has proposed modifications to processors
for embedded systems to provide a memory access control
scheme that is very similar to the one provided by our
low-level language. Such hardware implementations have a
very small TCB, as only the hardware itself needs to be
trusted. However, a hardware implementation would make
the security measure unsuitable for commodity platforms
available today. Conversely, a virtualization-based imple-
mentation is supported by currently available commodity
hardware and, as we will show below, can also be achieved
with a small TCB. A kernel-level implementation does not
require virtualization support and hence can even run on
older hardware. However, this solution would include the
entire kernel in its TCB. Given that kernel-level malware
is a realistic threat on internet-connected computers today,
a kernel-level implementation will most likely not provide
sufficient security. This is an additional reason (besides
performance) why an interpreter would not provide a good
solution.

Given these conditions, we followed the second imple-
mentation strategy, which is inspired by implementation
techniques used in other security architectures that support
fine-grained isolation of pieces of application logic [8], [9].
The key idea is to build on the virtualization support offered
by modern-day commodity hardware. Since memory per-
missions only need to change whenever a protected module
is entered or exited, we can trap such entries and exits in
a small hypervisor, and reconfigure the standard hardware
memory access control unit (MMU) as necessary. We first
describe the overall architecture of our implementation and
then report on the size of its TCB and provide some
performance benchmarks.

A. Architecture

Our prototype implementation is based on a small hyper-
visor that runs two virtual machines, called the Legacy VM
and the Secure VM (see Figure 3). Both VM’s have the same
view of physical memory, but have different memory access
control configurations.

1) Legacy VM: The Legacy VM executes all legacy
applications and other code in unprotected memory. Using
virtualization techniques, this virtual machine is able to
execute commodity operating systems and legacy applica-
tions without any modification. From the point of view of



VMM Secure kernel Shared Total
1,045 1,947 4,167 7,159

Table III
THE TCB CONSISTS OF ONLY 7K LINES OF C AND ASSEMBLY CODE.

the Legacy VM, the only difference compared to running
on bare hardware is that certain memory locations are
inaccessible. More specifically, two memory regions are
inaccessible to the Legacy VM: (1) the memory region
reserved for the hypervisor and (2) the protected memory
region as defined in our low-level machine model. Whenever
an access to these memory locations is attempted, execution
traps to the hypervisor.

2) Hypervisor: The hypervisor serves two simple pur-
poses. First, it offers a coarse-grained memory protection:
it prevents any code executing in the Legacy VM from
accessing the protected module or the security measure itself
(as discussed above) and it prevents the Secure VM from
accessing the hypervisor.

Second, the hypervisor implements a simple scheduling
algorithm. When the Legacy VM calls an entry point in the
protected module, control goes to the hypervisor who then
schedules the Secure VM. Execution control only returns to
the Legacy VM when the protected module either returns or
performs a callback to unprotected memory.

3) Secure VM: The Secure VM can access all memory,
with the exception of memory containing the hypervisor. The
fine-grained memory access control mechanism is imple-
mented by a security kernel running in this VM, as follows.
First, when a request is received from the hypervisor to
execute a method in the protected module, the requested
entry point is checked against a list of valid entry points
provided in the module’s memory descriptor. When this
check passes, the hardware memory management unit is set
up to allow memory accesses to the module’s memory region
and execution proceeds from the entry point that was called.
When execution tries to jump back out of the protected
module, a page fault is generated, which causes the security
kernel to return execution control to the Legacy VM.

B. Trusted Computing Base

An important factor for the security assurance provided
by our system is the size of its TCB. Table III shows the
code size of the different parts of our prototype’s TCB, as
measured by SLOCCount3. Only the hypervisor (VMM) and
the secure kernel are trusted. They contain 1,045 and 1,947
lines of C and assembly code respectively. This does not
include the 4,167 lines of code that is shared between both
parts. This totals the size of the implementation of the TCB
to only 7,159 lines of code.

3http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/

Figure 4. The spec2006 benchmarks show a very low overhead on legacy
applications.

C. Performance

We performed two benchmarks to quantify the perfor-
mance of our memory access control implementation. First,
we measured the impact on the overall system. Next, we
measured the cost of transitioning between unprotected and
protected memory.

All our experiments were performed on a Dell Latitude
E6510, a mid-end consumer laptop equipped with an Intel
Core i5 560M processor running at 2.67 GHz and 4 GiB
of RAM. Due to limitations of our prototype, we disabled
all but one core in the BIOS. An unmodified version of
KUbuntu 10.10 running the 2.6.35-22-generic x86 64 kernel
was used as the operating system.

1) System-wide performance cost: Our implementation
uses a small hypervisor, which effects the performance
of both the protected module as well as all legacy code.
To measure the performance impact of the hypervisor on
legacy applications, we ran the SPECint 2006 benchmarks.
Figure 4 displays the results. With the exception of the mcf
application (10.36%), all applications have an overhead of
less than 3.28%. We contribute the performance increase of
gcc to cache effects.

As our implementation does not require any computation
when the protected module is not under execution, this
performance overhead can be contributed completely to
the hardware virtualization support. We expect that as this
support matures, performance overhead will be reduced
further. Note that our hypervisor can be unloaded when it is
no longer required, reducing the overhead to 0%.

2) Microbenchmarks: To measure the impact of cross-
ing the protected/unprotected memory boundary, we im-
plemented a PingPong protected module that immediately
returns control back to the caller after being called. Using a
hardware high-frequency timestamp, we calculated both the
time to enter the module as the round trip time. Each test
was executed 100,000 times. Results (see Table IV) show
an overhead of 8,167% and 8,782% respectively compared
to a similar module implemented as a driver. So a transition
between the two protection domains in our system is about



Module Driver Overhead
Entry 4.35 0.05 8,167%

Round trip 6.58 0.07 8,782%

Table IV
MODULE VS. DRIVER ACCESS OVERHEAD (IN µS).

80 times slower than calling a driver in the operating
system. This overhead is mainly caused by the fact that
each time the protected/unprotected memory boundary is
crossed, a different virtual machine needs to be scheduled.
This measurement is an upper bound: as the hardware
implementations of virtualization mature, the performance
cost of VM transitions will decrease further. Nevertheless,
even this upper bound seems small enough to lead to a
negligible overhead on the overall application when the
protected module is relatively large. For instance, a sensible
application design would be to put cryptographic code in the
protected module. Calls to this crypto module would cost a
few microseconds of performance overhead, which is neg-
ligible if the cryptographic operations are computationally
intensive.

3) Conclusions: Our benchmarks indicate that our fine-
grained, program counter-based memory access control
scheme can be implemented efficiently on commodity hard-
ware. At the same time, it should be clear that the main
contribution of this paper is our full abstraction result, and
a mature implementation with rigorous performance micro-
and macro-benchmarks is future work.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we first discuss our choice of using full
abstraction as the definition of secure compilation. We then
discuss limitations of our high- and low-level languages.

A. Security by full abstraction

As illustrated in Section II-B, full abstraction can be
used as the definition of secure compilation, because the
preservation of contextual equivalence expresses important
security properties. Full abstraction ensures that programs
that are safe at the source-code level, remain safe after
compilation. Though, one could argue that full abstraction
is too restrictive as a definition of secure compilation. For
instance, sorting methods alphabetically before compilation
to hide the order of an object’s methods in memory is
required to provide full abstraction, yet unnecessary if we
are only interested in providing confidentiality and integrity
of data and in maintaining control flow integrity.

There are two ways to deal with this problem: (1) we can
use a different definition for secure compilation that is not
based on full abstraction or contextual equivalences or (2)
we can adjust our source and/or target language to better
match our desired definition of security. As an example of
the latter, consider again the issue described above, where

we unnecessarily hide the order of methods in memory.
We could add an operation to the high-level language that,
when given two methods of an object, returns whether or
not the first one is defined before the second one. This
would make the high-level language more powerful, without
compromising its safety, and it would do away with the need
to hide the order of the methods at the low level in order to
provide full abstraction.

B. Language limitations

The high-level language as described in this paper has a
number of limitations as compared to modern programming
languages. Most noticeably, it does not have support for
multiple interacting objects or dynamic memory allocation.
We shortly discuss both of these extensions below. Other
extensions, such as support for dynamic dispatch, are also
worth discussing, but we leave them for future work.

1) Multiple objects: Extending our languages to support
multiple interacting objects that are part of a single trust
domain is straightforward. As these objects trust each other,
they can be placed together in protected memory and can
share a single secure stack and return entry point.

However, in a more realistic situation, each object is in
its own trust domain, i.e., each object only trusts itself.
This situation is more complicated, as each object would
require its own protected memory area, including its own
secure stack. The memory access protection scheme would
have to take this into account. A number of changes to the
compilation scheme would have to be performed as well.
For instance, the stack switch on entry and exit of a module
would have to be modified, because spilled parameters and
return addresses of calls between two protected modules
cannot be written on either of their stacks, as neither stack
is accessible by both modules. Furthermore, new attack
vectors might exist due to the increased complexity of
multiple interacting modules. For instance, an attacker could
try to make two low-level modules interact in ways that
could never occur at the high level, leading to undefined
behavior that is dependent on the specific implementation
of a module. New compiler measures would have to be
installed, to protect against these new attacks.

Nevertheless, we believe a memory access protection
scheme very similar to the one presented in Section II-C
is powerful enough to support a fully abstract compilation
scheme from a high-level language with multiple interacting
objects to an assembly-like low-level language. The details
of these extensions, however, are left for future work.

2) Dynamic memory allocation: For simplicity, our high-
level language does not support dynamic memory allocation.
However, adding a simple form of dynamic memory alloca-
tion would not pose any fundamental problems.

To support dynamic memory allocation, a predetermined
amount of protected data memory can be reserved as heap
space in each module, similar to the memory reserved for



the secure stack. An object could use this space to safely
store internal, private data, for instance in the form of
structured records. Similar to statically allocated fields, the
high-level language should prevent an attacker from having
direct access to these heap-allocated records, as this would
violate the encapsulation of an object.

Supporting the dynamic allocation of full-fledged pro-
tected objects is more difficult. For this strategy, the heap
could be placed in (initially) unprotected memory. To create
a new protected object, first a sufficiently large amount
of space must be allocated on the heap and loaded with
the desired code and initial data values. Next, the newly
allocated space must be marked as a protected memory
area. This would allow the new object to be accessed in the
same way as other protected objects. Note that this requires
the memory protection scheme to support multiple protected
memory areas and the dynamic creation of such areas. As
explained above, supporting multiple protected objects is
possible but nontrivial. Furthermore, if objects are created
dynamically, references to these objects will need to be
passed around for other objects to access them. Supporting
such references without breaking full abstraction is also
nontrivial, for one because they leak information about the
order in which objects are allocated and possibly about their
size. Hence, this extension is also left for future work.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is a huge amount of research on secure compilation
to machine code, but in most works the emphasis is on
hardening the compilation of unsafe languages such as C
to protect against exploitation of the compiled program
by feeding it malicious input. Younan et al. [16] give an
extensive survey. Some notable examples that can provide
formal guarantees include control-flow integrity (CFI) [17],
and obfuscation [18].

In our work, attackers can do more than just supply
input; attackers can execute arbitrary code in the low-
level language. The idea to formalize secure compilation
to lower level languages as full abstraction (and thus protect
against this more powerful type of attacker) was pioneered
by Abadi [3]. In that paper, Abadi illustrates this idea
in two settings: the compilation of Java to bytecode, and
the implementation of secure channels in the π-calculus
by means of cryptographic protocols. The second setting,
proving the soundness of cryptographic implementations,
has received a lot of attention but it is less related to
the work reported in this paper. The first setting, secure
compilation to lower level languages, was studied in the
context of compilation to .NET bytecode by Kennedy [4].
But for compilation to low-level code with natural number
addressing for memory, only very recently Abadi and Plotkin
[6] have shown that Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) is a sufficiently strong software protection technique
to achieve fully abstract compilation in a probabilistic sense.

Jagadeesan et al. [7] extend the results of Abadi and Plotkin
to a richer programming language with dynamic memory
allocation, first class and higher order references and un-
structured control flow. Instead of relying on randomization
as the fundamental protection mechanism, our work shows
that program counter-dependent low-level memory access
control is also a sufficiently strong protection mechanism to
achieve fully abstract compilation. Our proof technique of
showing full abstraction via traces was strongly inspired by
the work of Jeffrey and Rathke on Java Jr [14]. They show
that traces are a fully abstract semantic model for a Java-like
language similar to the one we study in this paper.

The fact that such fine-grained memory isolation could
be achieved with reasonable performance was shown by a
second line of related research that influenced our work.
Several authors have proposed security architectures with a
closely related low-level isolation mechanism. While there
are significant differences between these security architec-
tures and our own prototype (in for instance the implemen-
tation techniques used), their access control mechanisms are
comparable. For example, Nizza [19], Flicker [8], TrustVisor
[9] and SICE [20] also provide isolation of small pieces of
application logic. The memory access control mechanisms
enforced by these architectures are a special case of our
model, where accesses to unprotected memory from modules
is not allowed. P-MAPS [21], like our approach, does allow
access to unprotected memory. All these papers are systems-
papers: they report on working systems without providing
formal security guarantees. It is likely that several of these
proposed security architectures could be low-level target
platforms for a secure compilation process as we developed
in this paper. In addition, these papers provide evidence that
the low-level memory access control we need in our model
is efficiently implementable on today’s computer platforms.

VII. CONCLUSION

Protection facilities in high-level programming languages
can be used to enforce confidentiality and integrity properties
for the data managed by one component towards other
(potentially malicious) components that it interacts with.
Maintaining such security properties after compilation to
a low-level language requires some protection features in
the low-level language as well. Randomization is one such
protection feature that is known to be strong enough to
support secure compilation. We have shown in this paper
that program counter-based memory access control is also
suitable as a low-level protection feature. We developed a
model of such a low-level platform, and have proven that
a Java-like high-level language can be securely compiled
to this platform. We have also shown that the low-level
platform is realistic, in the sense that it can be implemented
on today’s computers with acceptable performance. We
believe our secure compilation technique can help address
the pervasive threat of kernel-level malware.
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APPENDIX A.
PROOFS

In this appendix, we give the full proof of the correctness
of the algorithm described in section III. This immediately
proves our completeness theorem (Theorem 2), leading up
to our full abstraction result. We start by defining high- and
low-level states and then repeating our definition of high-
and low-level state equivalence.

Definition 4 (High-level states): The state of O at a cer-
tain point in the execution of a program OT [O] comprises:

● The next statement to be executed, if that statement is
part of O.

● The values of all fields, local variables and parameters.

Proposition 3 (High-level state encapsulation): The
state of a high-level object O can only change when
executing a statement of O, or due to a call or returnback
into O.

Proof: By design of the high-level language.
Definition 5 (Low-level states): The state of O↓ at a cer-

tain point in the execution of a program MT [O↓] comprises:

● The program counter, if it points to a location within
the memory bounds of O↓.

● The values at all memory locations corresponding to a
field, local variable or parameter.

Proposition 4 (Low-level state encapsulation): The state
of a low-level module O↓ can only change when executing
an instruction of O↓, or due to a call or returnback into O↓.

Proof: By design of the low-level language, writing
to (and reading from) O↓’s memory is only allowed from
within the memory bounds of O↓ and the only way to enter
these memory bounds is through a method entry point (for
a call) or through the return entry point (for a returnback).

Definition 6 (Equivalent states): We say that the state of
O at a certain point in the execution of OT [O] is equivalent
to the state of O↓ at a certain point in the execution of
MT [O↓], when:

1) If the next statement to be executed at the high-level is
part of O, then the low-level program counter points
to the first instruction corresponding to that statement
in O↓.

2) For any Int-typed field, local variable or parameter in
O with value v, the corresponding memory location
in O↓ contains the same value v.

3) For any Unit-typed field, local variable or parameter in
O, the corresponding memory location in O↓ contains
the value 0.

4) For any two fields, local variables or parameters in O
with the same method reference type M⟨U → T ⟩ with
values ot.mk1 and ot.mk2 respectively, the values of
the two corresponding memory locations in O↓ are
equal iff ot.mk1 = ot.mk2.

For an OT constructed using the algorithm described
above, with inputs O1, O2, a1 and a2, where a1 and a2 are
the traces of MT [O1 ↓] and MT [O2 ↓] respectively, with MT

a low-level module that differentiates O1 ↓ from O2 ↓ without
overflowing the secure stack, the following statements hold:

Lemma 1 (State equivalence preservation 1): If, during
the execution of OT [O], the next statement to be executed is
part of O and the state of O at this moment is equivalent to
the state of O↓ in the execution of MT [O↓] (for any MT ),
then the state of O will still be equivalent to the state of
O↓ when that statement and the corresponding instructions
have been executed.

Proof: As each high-level statement from a method
body in O is translated consecutively into a list of instruc-
tions performing the corresponding operation at the low level
and there is a direct high-low correspondence between all
Int or Unit-typed fields and variables, the only way the state
equivalence might be broken is if the executed statement is
an equality test between two method references. However,
the high-level type system only allows method reference
equality tests between variables of the same method ref-
erence type M⟨U → T ⟩. Therefore, and because of part 4
of Definition 6, state equivalence will not be broken by the
execution of a statement in O.

Lemma 2 (State equivalence preservation 2): For any i,
if the state of O1 right before performing the (2i)th action
b
(2i)
1 in the execution of OT [O1] is equivalent to the state of
O1 ↓ right before action a(2i)1 in the execution of MT [O1 ↓],
then the state of O1 and O1 ↓ will still be equivalent when
the executions reach the next statement in O1 and the
corresponding instructions in O1 ↓. The same applies for
OT [O2] and MT [O2 ↓].

Proof: Suppose b(2i)1 is:

● a call: b(2i)1 = call o.mk(vh)?
Due to the construction of OT , we must have a(2i)1 =
call p(vl)?, with p the address of o.mk. Thus, the
next statement in O1 is the first statement in o.mk and
the low-level execution will reach the corresponding
instructions after first executing the method’s entry
point and prologue. The algorithm has chosen each
value vh to be equivalent to the corresponding low-level
value vl, in the following sense:

– For arguments of type Int: vh = vl.
– For arguments of type Unit: vh = unit but vl

might not be the equivalent value 0. However, the
method’s prologue sets any Unit-typed incoming
argument to 0.

– For arguments of type M⟨U → T ⟩: vh corresponds
to a method ot.mk, uniquely associated with the
pair (vl, U → T ) by the method table.

Thus, when the two executions reach the first statement
of o.mk and the corresponding instructions in O1 ↓,
parts 1, 2 and 3 of Definition 6 are clearly still fulfilled.



Each method reference value in O1 ↓ was either an
initial value of some field or local variable, or was
received through a call or returnback. In either case,
the method table of the v↑T function contains a unique
mapping (vl, U → T )→ vh, which is consistently used
to provide the high-level method reference vh corre-
sponding to a low-level address vl. Consequently, part 4
of the definition is also still fulfilled.

● a returnback: b(2i)1 = ret vh?

Due to the construction of OT , we must have a(2i)1 =
ret vl?. The next statement in O1 is the statement the
returnback will return to and the low-level execution
will reach the corresponding instructions after first
executing the return entry point. The algorithm has
chosen vh to be equivalent to vl, in the same sense as in
the case above. Therefore, by the same argumentation
as above, the state of O1 will still be equivalent to the
state of O1 ↓ when the two executions reach the next
statement in O1 and the corresponding instructions in
O1 ↓.

The same arguments apply for OT [O2] and MT [O2 ↓].
Lemma 3 (Algorithm state equivalence): For any i, the

state of O1 right before the (2i + 1)th action b(2i+1)1 in the
execution of OT [O1] is equivalent to the state of O1 ↓ right
before action a

(2i+1)
1 in the execution MT [O1 ↓], if both

these actions exist. The same applies for the states of O2

and O2 ↓.
Proof: We will prove this by induction on the actions

performed at low and high level:
Base case: Initially, the state of O1 is equivalent to the

state of O1 ↓, because the compiler translates each high-level
field into a low-level field with a corresponding initial value
and because execution starts in OT . By Propositions 3 and
4, these states cannot change before the first actions b(0)1 and
a
(0)
1 , so we can apply Lemma 2 and subsequently Lemma 1,

to see that the state of O1 right before b(1)1 is equivalent to
the state of O1 ↓ right before a(1)1 .

Induction: Given that the state of O1 right before action
b
(2i+1)
1 is equivalent to the state of O1 ↓ right before action
a
(2i+1)
1 , we will prove that the state of O1 right before

action b(2i+3)1 is equivalent to the state of O1 ↓ right before
action a(2i+3)1 . By Propositions 3 and 4, the actions b(2i+1)1

and a
(2i+1)
1 themselves and the subsequent statements and

instructions executed in OT and MT will not change the
state of O1 or M . Thus, the states are still equivalent right
before the actions actions b(2i+2)1 and a(2i+2)1 . As in the base
case, we can use Lemma 2 and subsequently Lemma 1 to
see that the state of O1 right before b(2i+3)1 is equivalent to
the state of O1 ↓ right before a(2i+3)1 .
The same applies for O2 and O2 ↓.

Lemma 4 (Algorithm action equivalence): If a
(2i+1)
1 ≠

a
(2i+1)
2 , then the (2i+1)th action b(2i+1)1 in the execution of

OT [O1] will differ from the (2i+ 1)th action b(2i+1)2 in the
execution of OT [O2], if the high-level executions have not
ended earlier.

Proof: By Lemma 3, the states of O1 and O2 are
equivalent to the states of O1 ↓ and O2 ↓ respectively, right
before each odd action. Because the state completely de-
termines the action that will be performed, all high-level
odd actions will be equivalent to their corresponding low-
level actions as well. The equivalence of a high-level action
b(2i+1) and a low-level action a(2i+1) means that these
actions are of the same type and each two corresponding
values vh and vl are equivalent in the same sense as defined
in Lemma 2. Therefore, when a

(2i+1)
1 ≠ a

(2i+1)
2 , we also

have b(2i+1)1 ≠ b(2i+1)2 .
Using these lemmas, we can now prove the correctness

of the algorithm for constructing OT . The following two
theorems correspond to Theorems 3 and 4 from Section III
respectively.

Theorem 5 (Algorithm correctness): When given two
high-level objects O1 and O2 and two low-level traces
a1 and a2 belonging to the executions of MT [O1 ↓]
and MT [O2 ↓] respectively, where MT is a low-level
module that differentiates between O1 ↓ and O2 ↓ without
overflowing the secure stack, the algorithm described above
constructs an OT that differentiates between O1 and O2.

Proof: Suppose the first two differing low-level actions
are a(2i+1)1 and a(2i+1)2 , then, by Lemma 4, the corresponding
high-level actions b(2i+1)1 and b

(2i+1)
2 will differ as well, if

these actions exist. By the construction of OT , the only
reason why these high-level actions might not exist, is
because the executions have already ended, which occurs
only when O1 has been differentiated from O2.

Theorem 6 (Full abstraction): For any two high-level ob-
jects O1 and O2, we have (up to the limited size of the secure
stack):

O1 ≃ O2 ⇔ O1 ↓ ≃ O2 ↓
Proof: Follows directly from our assumption of sound-

ness and Theorem 5.

APPENDIX B.
FORMAL LANGUAGE DEFINITIONS

A. The high-level language

This appendix gives the formal definition of the high-level
language. Figure 5 defines its syntax. Note that method bod-
ies consist of a list of local variable declarations, followed by
a list of labeled statements that ends with a return statement.
As for metavariable names, o ranges over object names, m
ranges over method names, f ranges over field names, x
ranges over variable names and l ranges over label names.
Object names are assumed to be unique within a program.
Field and method names are assumed to be unique within an
object. Local variables and labels are assumed to be unique
within a method.



Figures 6 and 7 show the typing rules of the high-level
language. Typing judgments take the form Γ ⊢ s ∶ T or(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ s ∶ T , where Γ is the typing context, which
contains the types of free variables in the statement s and
Θ is a set of labels in scope to be jumped to.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the evaluation rules of
the high-level language. Evaluation states take the form(P ;µ; s), where P represents the entire program in exe-
cution, s is a list of statements left to be executed and µ
is a stack of activation records. An activation record is
a 5-tuple (o,m, a, lr, xq), consisting of (1) the name of
the object under execution, (2) the name of the method
under execution, (3) a mapping of each parameter and local
variable to its current value, (4) the label in the previous
method to return to after completing the current method and
(5) the variable name in the previous method to contain
the return value of the current method. Figure 10 defines
auxiliary functions used in the other figures.

B. The low-level language

This appendix gives the formal definition of the low-
level language. This language models a simple Von Neu-
mann computer architecture, extended with a fine-grained,
program counter-based memory access control scheme. Fig-
ure 11 shows its evaluation rules and Figure 12 defines a
number of auxiliary functions used in other figures.

Evaluation states take the form (p, r, f,m, s), where p
is the program counter, r is the register file, f is the flags
register, m is the memory space and s is the memory descrip-
tor. The program counter indicates the address of the next
instruction to execute. The register file contains 12 general
purpose registers R0 to R11 and a stack pointer register SP,
which contains the address of the top of the run-time stack.
The value of the program counter is pushed onto the stack
by a call instruction (the stack grows down), while a ret
instruction pops one address from the top of the stack and
jumps to that location. The flags register contains a zero flag
ZF and a sign flag SF, which are set or cleared by arithmetic
instructions and are used by branching instructions. The
memory space is a function mapping addresses to words
and is divided into three sections: protected code, protected
data and unprotected memory. Table II shows the memory
access control rules enforced by the low-level language. The
size and position of each of these sections is defined by the
memory descriptor s, which is a 4-tuple (b, sc, sd, n), where
b is the base address of protected memory, sc is the size of
the protected code section, sd is the size of the protected
data section and n is the number of entry points (including
the return entry point). The address of entry point number i
is determined as b+ i∗128. The return entry point is always
the last entry point, i.e. entry point number (n − 1). The
protected code and data sections are assumed to be located
consecutively in memory.

Addresses, words, registers and instructions are all 32 bits
wide and memory is also addressed in multiples of 32 bits.
Table I shows the supported instructions.

APPENDIX C.
TRACES

This appendix defines high- and low-level program traces.
The trace of (the execution of) a high- or low-level pro-
gram C[S] consists of all interactions made between the
program’s context C and its subject S. Traces abstract away
the internal computation done in either of these components
and focus only on the data that is exchanged between them.
Our definition of traces is inspired by Jeffrey and Rathke’s
work on fully abstract trace semantics for Java Jr [14].

A. High-level traces

Figure 13 defines a labelled transition relation Σ
ahÔ⇒ Σ′

between high-level evaluation states Σ and Σ′. The trace of
(the execution of) a high-level program OT [O] is defined as
the sequence of basic actions ah generated by this transition
relation, starting from the initial state of OT [O]. Each high-
level basic action ah is either:

● a call ‘call m(v)?’ from OT to O, where m is the
method that was called and v are the values passed as
parameters

● a return ‘ret v!’ from O to OT , where v is the return
value

● a callback ‘call m(v)!’ from O to OT , where m is the
method that was called and v are the values passed as
parameters

● a returnback ‘ret v?’ from OT to O, where v is the
return value

Note that the trace of a program that gets stuck in an infinite
loop can be infinitely long if this loop includes an interaction
between the program’s context and subject.

B. Low-level traces

Low-level traces are defined similar to their high-level
counterparts. Figure 14 defines a labelled transition relation
Σ

alÔ⇒ Σ′ between low-level evaluation states Σ and Σ′. The
trace of (the execution of) a low-level program MT [M] is
defined as the sequence of basic actions al generated by this
transition relation, starting from the initial state of MT [M].
Each low-level basic action al is either:

● a call ‘call p(v)?’ from MT to M , where p is the
address to which the call was made and v are the values
passed as parameters

● a return ‘ret v!’ from M to MT , where v is the return
value

● a callback ‘call p(v)!’ from M to MT , where p is the
address to which the callback was made and v are the
values passed as parameters

● a returnback ‘ret v?’ from MT to M , where v is the
return value



As with high-level traces, the trace of a low-level program
that gets stuck in an infinite loop can be infinitely long if it
includes an interaction between the program’s context and
subject.

APPENDIX D.
COMPILER

Our compiler has been formalized in the form of an
OCaml implementation. This implementation takes an ab-
stract syntax tree of a (valid) high-level object as input
and gives a list of low-level instructions as output. The
source code can be found at the end of this report and can
be downloaded at http://people.cs.kuleuven.be/∼pieter.agten/
csf2012/.



P ::= O[O] program

O ::= object o { F M } object

F ::= T f = v field definition

M ::= T m(T x0, ..., T xi-1) { method definition
var Ti xi = vi, ..., Tj-1 xj-1 = vj-1;
l0: s; ...; ln-1: s;
ln: ret xk;

}

T ::= Unit | Int | M<T -> T> types

s ::= xi = e | f = xi | jmp lk | statements
beq xi xj lk | blt xi xj lk |
exit xi

e ::= movi v | mov xi | add xi xj | expressions
sub xi xj | f | o.m(x) | x(x)

v ::= c | o.m values

c ::= unit | null | 0 | 1 | ... | 2ˆ32 - 1 constants

Figure 5. Syntax of the high-level language

T-Prog

P = OT [O] oname(OT ) = ot oname(O) = o o ≠ ot{ot ∶ OT , o ∶ O} ⊢ OT ∶ OK {ot ∶ OT , o ∶ O} ⊢ O ∶ OK mtype(main,OT ) = ε→ Int

P ∶ OK

T-Obj
O = object o { F M } Γ ⊢ F ∶ OK Γ ⊢M ∶ OK in o

Γ ⊢ O ∶ OK

T-MDecl

0 ≤ k < j T = Tk Γ ⊢ vi ∶ Ti . . . Γ ⊢ vj−1 ∶ Tj−1
Γ′ = Γ ∪ {x0 ∶ T0, . . . , xj−1 ∶ Tj−1} (Γ′ ;{l0, . . . , ln}) ⊢ s0; . . . ; sn−1 ∶ OK in o

Γ ⊢ T m(T0 x0, . . . , Ti−1 xi−1) { var Ti xi = vi, . . . , Tj−1 xj−1 = vj−1; l0∶ s0; . . . ; ln∶ ret xk; } ∶ OK in o

T-FDecl Γ ⊢ v ∶ T
Γ ⊢ T f = v ∶ OK

T-Var
xi ∶ T ∈ Γ

Γ ⊢ xi ∶ T T-MRef
Γ ⊢ ot ∶ OT mtype(mk,OT ) = U → T ′

Γ ⊢ ot.mk ∶ M⟨U → T ′⟩
T-Int

Γ ⊢ 0 ∶ Int Γ ⊢ . . . ∶ Int Γ ⊢ 232 − 1 ∶ Int
T-Unit

Γ ⊢ unit ∶ Unit
T-Null

Γ ⊢ null ∶ M⟨U → T ⟩
Figure 6. Typing rules for the high-level language (part 1)



T-SFAss
Γ ⊢ o ∶ O ftype(f,O) = T Γ ⊢ xi ∶ T(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ f = xi ∶ OK in o

T-SJmp
li ∈ Θ(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ jmp li ∶ OK in o

T-EFRead
Γ ⊢ o ∶ O ftype(f,O) = T(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ f ∶ T in o

T-VarAss
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ T (Γ ; Θ) ⊢ e ∶ T in o(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ xi = e ∶ OK in o

T-SBeq
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ T Γ ⊢ xj ∶ T lk ∈ Θ(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ beq xi xj lk ∶ OK in o

T-SBlt
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ Int Γ ⊢ xj ∶ Int lk ∈ Θ(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ blt xi xj lk ∶ OK in o

T-SExit
o = ot Γ ⊢ xi ∶ Int(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ exit xi ∶ OK in o

T-EMovi
(Γ) ⊢ v ∶ T(Γ ; Θ) ⊢movi v ∶ T in o

T-EMov
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ T(Γ ; Θ) ⊢mov xi ∶ T in o

T-EAdd
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ Int Γ ⊢ xj ∶ Int(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ add xi xj ∶ Int in o

T-ESub
Γ ⊢ xi ∶ Int Γ ⊢ xj ∶ Int(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ sub xi xj ∶ Int in o

T-ECall1

Γ ⊢ o ∶ O Γ ⊢ x ∶ U
mtype(m,O) = U → T

(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ o.m(x) ∶ T in o′
T-ECall2

Γ ⊢ xj ∶ M⟨U → T ⟩ Γ ⊢ x ∶ U(Γ ; Θ) ⊢ xj(x) ∶ T in o

Figure 7. Typing rules for the high-level language (part 2)

E-Prog

P = OT [O] mhead(main,OT ) = (ε, x, v)
mbody(main,OT ) = b µ = [(ot,main,{x→ v}, ε, ε)]

P Ð→ (P,µ, b) E-ProgRet

P = OT [O]
µ = [(ot,main, a, ε, ε)] c = a(xk)(P, µ, ln∶ ret xk; )Ð→ c

E-SCall1

object(o′, P ) = O′ mhead(m′,O′) = (arg′, var′, val′) mbody(m′,O′) = b′
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(x) = y µ′ = (o′,m′,{arg′ → y, var′ → val′}, li+1, xj) ∶∶ µ

(P, µ, li∶ xj = o′.m′(x); li+1∶ si+1; l∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ′, b′)

E-SCall2

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xk) = o′.m′
(P, µ, li∶ xj = o′.m′(x); li+1∶ si+1; l∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ′, b′)
(P, µ, li∶ xj = xk(x); li+1∶ si+1; l∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ′, b′)

E-SCall3
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xk) = null

(P, µ, li∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s)Ð→ 0

E-SRet

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ (o′,m′, a′, l′r, x′q) ∶∶ µtail object(o′, P ) = O′ v = a(xk)
a′′ = a′[xq → v] µ′ = (o′,m′, a′′, l′r, x′q) ∶∶ µtail lbody(lr,m′,O′) = b

(P, µ, ln∶ ret xk; )Ð→ (P, µ′, b)
E-SExit

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail c = a(xj)
(P, µ, li ∶ exit xj ; l ∶ s)Ð→ c

Figure 8. Evaluation rules for the high-level language (part 1)



E-SVarAss

(P, µ, e; )Ð→ (P, µ, v) µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail
a′ = a[xj → v] µ′ = (o,m, a′, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail

(P, µ, li ∶ xj = e; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ′, l ∶ s) E-SJmp

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail object(o,P ) = O
lbody(lj ,m,O) = (lj∶ sj ; l′∶ s′)

(P, µ, li∶ jmp lj ; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ, lj∶ sj ; l′∶ s′)

E-SFAss

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail object(o,P ) = O
fupdate(f, a(xj),O) = O′ P ′ = P +O′

(P, µ, li ∶ f = xj ; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P ′, µ, l ∶ s) E-EFRead

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail object(o,P ) = O
fvalue(f,O) = v(P, µ, f)Ð→ (P, µ, v)

E-SBeqEq

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xj) == a(xk)
object(o,P ) = O lbody(ll,m,O) = ll∶ sl; l′∶ s′
(P, µ, li ∶ beq xj xk ll; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ, ll∶ sl; l′∶ s′)

E-SBeqNeq
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xj) ≠ a(xk)
(P, µ, li∶ beq xj xk ll; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ, l ∶ s)

E-SBltEq

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xj) < a(xk)
object(o,P ) = O lbody(ll,m,O) = ll∶ sl; l′∶ s′
(P, µ, li ∶ blt xj xk ll; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ, ll ∶ sl; l′∶ s′)

E-SBltNeq
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(xj) ≥ a(xk)
(P, µ, li ∶ blt xj xk ll; l ∶ s)Ð→ (P, µ, l ∶ s)

E-EMovi (P, µ, movi v; )Ð→ (P, µ, v) E-EMov
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail v = a(xi)(P, µ, movi xi; )Ð→ (P, µ, v)

E-EAdd

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail
c = (a(xi) + a(xj)) mod 232

(P, µ, add xi xj ; )Ð→ (P, µ, c) E-ESub

µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail
c = (a(xi) − a(xj)) mod 232

(P, µ, sub xi xj ; )Ð→ (P, µ, c)
Note: P ′ = P +O′ is defined as P with the object with the same name as O′ overwritten by O′.

Figure 9. Evaluation rules for the high-level language (part 2)

A-Object

O = object o { F M }
O ∈ P

object(o,P ) = O A-OName
O = object o { F M }

oname(O) = o A-FType
O = object o { F M } T f = v ∈ F

ftype(f,O) = T

A-FVal

O = object o { F M }
T f = v ∈ F

fvalue(f,O) = v A-Meth
O = object o { F M }

methods(O) =M A-FUpdate

O = object o { F M }
F
′ = F + (T f = c′) O′ = object o { F ′

M }
fupdate(f, c′,O) = O′

A-MType
T m(T0 x0, . . . , Ti−1 xi−1) { var T x; l ∶ s } ∈ methods(O)

mtype(m,O) = (T0, . . . , Ti−1)→ T

A-MHead
T m(T0 x0, . . . , Ti−1 xi−1) { var Ti xi = ci, . . . , Tj−1 xj−1 = cj−1; l ∶ s } ∈ methods(O)

mhead(m,O) = ((x0, . . . , xi−1), (xi, . . . , xj−1), (ci, . . . , cj−1))
A-MBody

T m(T0 x0, . . . , Ti−1 xi−1) { var Ti xi = ci, . . . , Tj−1 xj−1 = cj−1; l ∶ s } ∈ methods(O)
mbody(m,O) = l ∶ s

A-LBody
mbody(m,O) = (l0 ∶ s0, . . . , li ∶ si, . . . , lj ∶ sj)

lbody(li,m,O) = (li ∶ si, . . . , lj ∶ sj)
Note: F + (T f = c′) is defined as F with the value of the field named f overwritten with the value c′.

Figure 10. Auxiliary functions for the high-level language



E-Prog
MT = (mt, st) M = (m,s) s = (b, sc, sd, n) m0 =mt[m] p = (b + sc + sd) mod 232

MT [M]Ð→ (p, r0, f0, ,m0, s)

E-Movl

m(p) ≅ (movl rdst rsrc) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ readAllowed(p, asrc, s) a = r(rsrc) r′ = r[rdst →m(a)]

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f,m, s)

E-Movs

m(p) ≅ (movs rdst rsrc) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ writeAllowed(p, adst, s) a = r(rdst) m′ =m[a→ r(rsrc)](p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m′, s)

E-Movi
m(p) ≅ (movi rdst i) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′) r′ = r[rdst → i]

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f,m, s)

E-Add

m(p) ≅ (add rdst rsrc) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
v = (r(rdst) + r(rsrc)) mod 232 f ′ = f[ZF→ (v == 0)] r′ = r[rdst → v]

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m, s)

E-Sub

m(p) ≅ (sub rdst rsrc) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
v = (r(rdst) − r(rsrc)) mod 232 f ′ = f[ZF→ (v == 0)] r′ = r[rdst → v]

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m, s)

E-Call

m(p) ≅ (call rdst) p′ = r(rdst) s ⊢ validJump(p, p′) spnew = r(SP) − 1
r′ = r[SP→ spnew] pret = p + 1 m′ =m[spnew → pret](p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f,m′, s)

E-Cmp

m(p) ≅ (cmp r1 r2) p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
f ′ = f[ZF→ (r(r1) == r(r2)),SF→ (r(r1) < r(r2))](p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f ′,m, s) E-Jmp

m(p) ≅ (jmp rdst) p′ = r(rdst)
s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m, s)

E-JeTrue

m(p) ≅ (je rdst) f(ZF) = 1
p′ = r(ridst) s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m, s) E-JeFalse

m(p) ≅ (je rdst) f(ZF) = 0
p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m, s)

E-JlTrue

m(p) ≅ (jl rdst) f(SF) = 1
p′ = r(rdst) s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m, s) E-JlFalse

m(p) ≅ (jl rdst) f(SF) = 0
p′ = p + 1 s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r, f,m, s)

E-Ret

m(p) ≅ (ret) p′ =m(r(SP)) s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)
spnew = r(SP) + 1 r′ = r[SP→ spnew](p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f,m, s) E-Halt

m(p) ≅ (halt) c = r(R0)(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ c

Note: f0 is defined as the blank flags register, i.e., all flags are 0; r0 is defined as the blank register file, i.e., all registers are 0. The joined
memory space mt[m] is defined as mt overwritten with m from address b to address (b + sc + sd).

Figure 11. Evaluation rules of the low-level language



A-protected
s = (b, sc, sd, n) b ≤ p p < (b + sc + sd)

s ⊢ protected(p)
A-data

s = (b, sc, sd, n) (b + sc) ≤ p p < (b + sc + sd)
s ⊢ data(p) A-entryPoint

s = (b, sc, sd, n) p = b +m ∗ 128
m < n m ∈ N+

s ⊢ entryPoint(p)

A-methodEntryPoint

s = (b, sc, sd, n) p = b +m ∗ 128
m ∈ N+ m < (n − 1)
s ⊢methodEntryPoint(p) A-returnEntryPoint

s = (b, sc, sd, n) p = b + (n − 1) ∗ 128

s ⊢ returnEntryPoint(p)
A-unprotected1

s = (b, sc, sd, n) (p < b)
s ⊢ unprotected(p) A-unprotected2

s = (b, sc, sd, n) (b + sc + sd) ≤ p
s ⊢ unprotected(p)

A-readAllowed1
s ⊢ unprotected(p) s ⊢ unprotected(a)

s ⊢ readAllowed(p, a) A-readAllowed2
s ⊢ protected(p)

s ⊢ readAllowed(p, a)
A-writeAllowed1

s ⊢ unprotected(a)
s ⊢ writeAllowed(p, a) A-writeAllowed2

s ⊢ protected(p) data(a)
s ⊢ writeAllowed(p, a)

A-internalJump1
s ⊢ unprotected(p) s ⊢ unprotected(p′)

s ⊢ internalJump(p, p′) A-internalJump2
s ⊢ protected(p) s ⊢ protected(p′)

s ⊢ internalJump(p, p′)
A-entryJump

s ⊢ unprotected(p) s ⊢ entryPoint(p′)
s ⊢ entryJump(p, p′) A-returnJump

s ⊢ protected(p) s ⊢ unprotected(p′)
s ⊢ returnJump(p, p′)

A-validJump1
s ⊢ internalJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ validJump(p, p′) A-validJump2

s ⊢ entryJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ validJump(p, p′) A-validJump3

s ⊢ returnJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ validJump(p, p′)

Figure 12. Auxiliary functions for the low-level language



Tr-Silent

(P,µ, l ∶ s)Ð→ (P ′, µ′, l′∶ s′)
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail µ′ = (o,m′, a′, l′r, x′q) ∶∶ µ′tail

(P,µ, l ∶ s) εÔ⇒ (P ′, µ′, l′∶ s′)

Tr-Call1

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = o.m(x); l∶ s)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′) P = OT [O]
oname(O) = o µ = (ot,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail v = a(x)

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = o.m(x); l∶ s) callm(v)?Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′)

Tr-Call2

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′) P = OT [O]
oname(O) = o µ = (ot,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(x) = v a(xk) = o.m

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s) callm(v)?Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′)

Tr-Return

(P,µ, ret xk)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′ ∶ s′) P = OT [O] oname(O) = o
µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ (ot,m

′, a′, l′r, x′q) ∶∶ µtail a(xk) = v
(P,µ, ret xk) ret v!Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′ ∶ s′)

Tr-Callback1

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′) P = OT [O]
oname(O) = o µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(x) = v

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = ot.m(x); l∶ s) callm(v)!Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′)

Tr-Callback2

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′) P = OT [O]
oname(O) = o µ = (o,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ µtail a(x) = v a(xk) = ot.m

(P,µ, li ∶ xj = xk(x); l∶ s) callm(v)!Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′∶ s′)

Tr-Returnback

(P,µ, ret xk)Ð→ (P,µ′, l′ ∶ s′) P = OT [O] oname(O) = o
µ = (ot,m, a, lr, xq) ∶∶ (o,m′, a′, l′r, x′q) ∶∶ µtail a(xk) = v

(P,µ, ret xk) ret v?Ô⇒ (P,µ′, l′ ∶ s′)
Tr-Init

P Ð→ (P,µ, l∶ s)
P

εÔ⇒ (P,µ, l∶ s) Tr-Concat Σ
αÔ⇒ Σ′ Σ′ α′Ô⇒ Σ′′

Σ
α;α′Ô⇒ Σ′′

Figure 13. High-level traces



Tr-Silent
(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′) s ⊢ internalJump(p, p′)

(p, r, f,m, s) εÔ⇒ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′)

Tr-Call

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′) s ⊢ entryJump(p, p′)
s ⊢methodEntryPoint(p′) v = {r(R4), r(R5), . . . , r(R11)}

(p, r, f,m, s) call p′(v)?Ô⇒ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′)

Tr-Return

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′) s ⊢ returnJump(p, p′)
m(p) ≅ (ret) v = r(R0)

(p, r, f,m, s) ret v!Ô⇒ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′)

Tr-Callback

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′) s ⊢ returnJump(p, p′)
m(p) ≅ (jmp) v = {r(R4), r(R5), . . . , r(R11)}

(p, r, f,m, s) call p′(v)!Ô⇒ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′)

Tr-Returnback

(p, r, f,m, s)Ð→ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′) s ⊢ entryJump(p, p′)
s ⊢ returnEntryPoint(p′) v = r(R0)

(p, r, f,m, s) ret v?Ô⇒ (p′, r′, f ′,m′, s′)
Tr-Init

MT [M]Ð→ (p, r, f,m, s)
MT [M] εÔ⇒ (p, r, f,m, s) Tr-Concat Σ

αÔ⇒ Σ′ Σ′ α′Ô⇒ Σ′′
Σ

α;α′Ô⇒ Σ′′

Figure 14. Low-level traces



1 (* **************** AST elements of the high-level language **************** *)
2 type hl_field_index =
3 FI of (int)
4 ;;
5
6 type hl_var_index =
7 VI of (int)
8 ;;
9

10 type hl_method_index =
11 MI of (int)
12 ;;
13
14 type hl_label_index =
15 LI of (int)
16 ;;
17
18 type hl_type =
19 TUnit
20 | TInt
21 | TMethod of (hl_type list * hl_type)
22 ;;
23
24 type hl_value =
25 VUnit
26 | VNull
27 | VInt of int
28 | VMethod of (hl_method_index)
29 ;;
30
31 type hl_field_decl =
32 FDecl of (
33 hl_type * (* field type *)
34 hl_field_index * (* field index *)
35 hl_value (* initial value *)
36 )
37 ;;
38
39 type hl_var_decl =
40 VDecl of (
41 hl_type * (* variable type *)
42 hl_var_index * (* variable index *)
43 hl_value (* initial value *)
44 )
45 ;;
46
47 type hl_param_decl =
48 PDecl of (
49 hl_type * (* parameter type *)
50 hl_var_index (* parameter index *)
51 )
52 ;;
53
54 type hl_expression =
55 EMovi of (hl_value)
56 | EMov of (hl_var_index)
57 | EAdd of (hl_var_index * hl_var_index)
58 | ESub of (hl_var_index * hl_var_index)
59 | EField of (hl_field_index)
60 | ECalli of (hl_method_index * hl_var_index list)
61 | ECall of (hl_var_index * hl_var_index list)
62 ;;



63 type hl_statement =
64 SVarAssign of (hl_var_index * hl_expression)
65 | SFieldAssign of (hl_field_index * hl_var_index)
66 | SJmp of (hl_label_index)
67 | SBeq of (hl_var_index * hl_var_index * hl_label_index)
68 | SBlt of (hl_var_index * hl_var_index * hl_label_index)
69 | SRet of (hl_var_index)
70 ;;
71
72 type hl_line = (
73 hl_label_index * (* line label *)
74 hl_statement (* statement *)
75 )
76
77 type hl_method_decl =
78 MDecl of (
79 hl_type * (* return type *)
80 hl_method_index * (* method index *)
81 hl_param_decl list * (* parameters *)
82 hl_var_decl list * (* variable declarations and initializations *)
83 hl_line list (* method body *)
84 )
85 ;;
86
87 type hl_object_decl =
88 ODecl of (
89 hl_field_decl list * (* fields *)
90 hl_method_decl list (* methods *)
91 )
92 ;;
93
94
95 (* ***************** Instructions of the low-level language **************** *)
96 type ll_label =
97 LLabel of (string)
98 ;;
99

100 type ll_address =
101 LAddr of (int)
102 ;;
103
104 type ll_immediate =
105 IInt of (int)
106 | IAddr of (ll_address)
107 | ILabelRef of (ll_label)
108 ;;
109
110 type ll_register =
111 PC
112 | R0
113 | R1
114 | R2
115 | R3
116 | R4
117 | R5
118 | R6
119 | R7
120 | R8
121 | R9
122 | R10
123 | R11
124 | SP
125 ;;



126 type ll_instruction =
127 IMovl of (ll_register * ll_register)
128 | IMovs of (ll_register * ll_register)
129 | IMovi of (ll_register * ll_immediate)
130 | IAdd of (ll_register * ll_register)
131 | ISub of (ll_register * ll_register)
132 | ICmp of (ll_register * ll_register)
133 | IJmp of (ll_register)
134 | IJe of (ll_register)
135 | IJl of (ll_register)
136 | ICall of (ll_register)
137 | IRet
138 | IData of (ll_immediate)
139 | IHalt
140 | INop
141 ;;
142
143 type ll_line = (
144 ll_label option * (* label *)
145 ll_address * (* memory address *)
146 ll_instruction (* instruction *)
147 )
148
149
150 type ll_mod_descriptor =
151 ModDescriptor of (
152 int * (* number of entry points *)
153 int * (* size of code section *)
154 int (* size of data section *)
155 )
156 ;;
157
158 type ll_module =
159 Module of (
160 hl_object_decl * (* reference to high-level source *)
161 ll_line list * (* module instructions *)
162 ll_address * (* next free address *)
163 ll_mod_descriptor (* module descriptor *)
164 )
165 ;;
166
167
168
169 (* ******* Translation of a high-level object to a low-level module ******** *)
170 exception Too_Many_Parameters;;
171
172
173 (* Addresses *)
174 let mod_base_address =
175 LAddr(0x00000000)
176 ;;
177
178 let mod_end_address =
179 LAddr(0x7FFFFFFF)
180 ;;
181
182 let mod_entry_base_address =
183 mod_base_address
184 ;;
185
186 let secure_stack_base_address =
187 LAddr(0x5FFFFFFF)
188 ;;
189
190 let code_base_address =
191 mod_base_address
192 ;;



193 let code_end_address =
194 LAddr(0x3FFFFFFF)
195 ;;
196
197 let data_base_address =
198 LAddr(0x40000000)
199 ;;
200
201 let data_end_address =
202 mod_end_address
203 ;;
204
205 let null_address =
206 IAddr(LAddr(0xFFFFFFFF))
207 ;;
208
209 (* Sizes *)
210 let code_size =
211 match (code_base_address, code_end_address) with
212 | (LAddr(cb), LAddr(ce)) ->
213 ce - cb
214 ;;
215
216 let data_size =
217 match (data_base_address, data_end_address) with
218 | (LAddr(sb), LAddr(se)) ->
219 se - sb
220 ;;
221
222 (* Label names *)
223 let stack_base_label =
224 LLabel("stack_base")
225 ;;
226
227 let field_label (FI(fi) : hl_field_index) =
228 LLabel("field" ˆ (string_of_int fi))
229 ;;
230
231 let method_entry_point_label (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) =
232 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi))
233 ;;
234
235 let method_entry_point_label_suffix (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) (suffix : string) =
236 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi) ˆ "_" ˆ suffix)
237 ;;
238
239 let method_exit_point_label (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) =
240 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi) ˆ "_exit")
241 ;;
242
243 let method_prologue_label (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) =
244 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi) ˆ "_prologue")
245 ;;
246
247 let method_epilogue_label (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) =
248 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi) ˆ "_epilogue")
249 ;;
250
251 let method_label_label (MI(mi) : hl_method_index) (LI(li) : hl_label_index) =
252 LLabel("method" ˆ (string_of_int mi) ˆ "_label" ˆ (string_of_int li))
253 ;;
254
255 let return_entry_point_label =
256 LLabel("return_entry_point")
257 ;;



258 let return_entry_point_label_suffix (suffix : string) =
259 LLabel("return_entry_point" ˆ "_" ˆ suffix)
260 ;;
261
262 let callback_helper_label =
263 LLabel("callback_helper")
264 ;;
265
266 let full_register_cleanup_helper_label =
267 LLabel("register_cleanup_helper")
268 ;;
269
270 let return_address_check_helper_label =
271 LLabel("rac_helper")
272 ;;
273
274 let halt_helper_label =
275 LLabel("halt_helper")
276 ;;
277
278 let shadow_stack_pointer_field_label =
279 LLabel("shadow_stack_pointer")
280 ;;
281
282 (* Register for parameter *)
283 let register_for_param_index (i : int) =
284 match i with
285 | 0 -> R4
286 | 1 -> R5
287 | 2 -> R6
288 | 3 -> R7
289 | 4 -> R8
290 | 5 -> R9
291 | 6 -> R10
292 | 7 -> R11
293 | _ -> raise Too_Many_Parameters
294 ;;
295
296 let register_for_param (VI(i) : hl_var_index) =
297 register_for_param_index i
298 ;;
299
300
301 (* ***** Translations ***** *)
302 (* Translates a high-level value to a corresponding low-level value *)
303 let translate_value (v : hl_value) =
304 match v with
305 | VUnit -> IInt(0)
306 | VNull -> null_address
307 | VInt(i) -> IInt(i)
308 | VMethod(mi) -> ILabelRef (method_prologue_label mi)
309 ;;
310
311 (* Reserves some memory at the current position in the low-level module, for a
312 given high-level field. *)
313 let generate_field (m : ll_module) (fd : hl_field_decl) =
314 match (m, fd) with
315 | (Module(src, lines, LAddr(free_addr), d), FDecl(_, index, value)) ->
316 let new_line = (Some(field_label index), LAddr(free_addr), IData(translate_value value)) in
317 let new_addr = LAddr (free_addr + 1) in
318 Module(src, lines @ [new_line], new_addr, d)
319 ;;



320 (* ***** Common translation helper functions ***** *)
321 (* Appends a low-level instruction to the low-level module. *)
322 let append_instruction (m : ll_module) (i : ll_instruction) =
323 match m with Module(src, lines, LAddr(free_addr), d) ->
324 let new_lines = lines @ [(None, (LAddr free_addr), i)] in
325 let new_addr = LAddr(free_addr + 1) in
326 Module(src, new_lines, new_addr, d)
327 ;;
328
329 (* Generates a label at the current position in the low-level module. *)
330 let append_label (m : ll_module) (l : ll_label) =
331 match m with Module(src, lines, LAddr(free_addr), d) ->
332 let new_lines = lines @ [(Some l, (LAddr free_addr), INop)] in
333 let new_addr = LAddr(free_addr + 1) in
334 Module(src, new_lines, new_addr, d)
335 ;;
336
337 (* Generates instructions for loading the address of a given label into a given
338 * register at the current position in the low-level module. *)
339 let generate_load_label (m : ll_module) (l : ll_label) (r : ll_register) =
340 append_instruction m (IMovi(r, ILabelRef(l)))
341 ;;
342
343 (* Generates instructions for jumping to a given label at the current position
344 * in the low-level module. *)
345 let generate_label_jump (m : ll_module) (l : ll_label) =
346 let m0 = generate_load_label m l R3 in
347 append_instruction m0 (IJmp(R3))
348 ;;
349
350 (* Generates instructions for calling a given label at the current position in
351 * the low-level module. *)
352 let generate_label_call (m : ll_module) (l : ll_label) =
353 let m0 = generate_load_label m l R3 in
354 append_instruction m0 (ICall(R3))
355 ;;
356
357
358 (* Generates a list of instructions that checks whether the value in a given
359 * register is in- or outside of the module’s memory boundaries and jumps to to
360 * the label lin if it is inside the memory boundaries or to the label lout
361 * otherwise. The given register r cannot be R1 or R3. *)
362 let generate_address_in_mod_check (m : ll_module) (r : ll_register) (lin : ll_label)
363 (lout : ll_label) =
364 List.fold_left append_instruction m
365 [(IMovi(R3, ILabelRef(lout))); (* Load out jump address into R3 *)
366 (IMovi(R1, IAddr(mod_base_address))); (* Load base address into R1 *)
367 (ICmp(r, R1)); (* Jump to the out label if... *)
368 (IJl(R3)); (* ... r < base address *)
369 (IMovi(R1, IAddr(mod_end_address))); (* Load end address into R1 *)
370 (ICmp(R1,r)); (* Jump to the out label if... *)
371 (IJl(R3)); (* end address < r *)
372 (IMovi(R3, ILabelRef(lin))); (* Load in jump address into R3 *)
373 (IJmp(R3))] (* Jump to in label *)
374 ;;
375
376 (* Generates a list of instructions that checks whether R0 is equal to a given
377 * immediate and jumps to a given label if so. *)
378 let generate_equals_check (m : ll_module) (i : ll_immediate) (leq : ll_label) =
379 List.fold_left append_instruction m
380 [IMovi(R3, ILabelRef(leq));
381 IMovi(R1, i);
382 ICmp(R0, R1);
383 IJe(R3)]
384 ;;



385 (* Generates a list of instructions that pushes the value in a given register
386 * onto the run-time stack. *)
387 let generate_push_onto_stack (m : ll_module) (r : ll_register) =
388 List.fold_left append_instruction m
389 [IMovi(R2, IInt(1));
390 ISub(SP, R2);
391 IMovs(SP, r)]
392 ;;
393
394 (* ***** Method entry point generation ***** *)
395 (* Generates instructions for swapping the value of the SP register with the
396 * shadow stack pointer field. *)
397 let generate_stack_switch (m : ll_module) =
398 List.fold_left append_instruction m
399 [IMovi(R2, (ILabelRef shadow_stack_pointer_field_label));
400 IMovl(R3, R2); (* Load value of shadow stack pointer field into R3 *)
401 IMovs(R2, SP); (* Store value of SP in shadow stack pointer field *)
402 IMovi(SP, (IInt 0));
403 IAdd(SP, R3)] (* Store value of R3 in SP *)
404 ;;
405
406
407 (* Generates instructions for clearing registers R1, R2, R3 and the flags
408 * register *)
409 let generate_working_register_cleanup (m : ll_module) =
410 List.fold_left append_instruction m
411 [IMovi(R1, IInt(0));
412 IMovi(R2, IInt(0));
413 IMovi(R3, IInt(0));
414 ICmp(R1, R2)]
415 ;;
416
417
418 (* Generates instructions that load the value at the top of the stack into R0
419 * and then call the return_address_check_helper to check whether the value is
420 * outside of the bounds of the protected module *)
421 let generate_return_address_check_call (m : ll_module) =
422 List.fold_left append_instruction m
423 [IMovl(R0, SP);
424 IMovi(R3, (ILabelRef return_address_check_helper_label));
425 ICall(R3)]
426 ;;
427
428 (* Returns the next entry point address. That is, this function returns the
429 * closest multiple of 128 greater than or equal to the given address *)
430 let next_entry_point_address (LAddr(a) : ll_address) =
431 let new_a = truncate (128.0 *. (ceil ((float_of_int a) /. 128.0))) in
432 LAddr(new_a)
433 ;;
434
435 (* Generates a list of instructions forming the entry point for a given
436 * high-level method *)
437 let generate_entry_point (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) =
438 match (m, md) with (Module(src, lines, a, d), MDecl(_, index, _, _, _)) ->
439 let m = Module(src, lines, next_entry_point_address a, d) in
440 let m = append_label m (method_entry_point_label index) in (* Entry *)
441 let m = generate_address_in_mod_check m SP halt_helper_label
442 (method_entry_point_label_suffix index "sp_ok") in
443 let m = append_label m (method_entry_point_label_suffix index "sp_ok") in
444 let m = generate_stack_switch m in
445 let m = generate_label_call m (method_prologue_label index) in
446 let m = append_label m (method_exit_point_label index) in (* Exit *)
447 let m = generate_stack_switch m in
448 let m = generate_return_address_check_call m in
449 let m = generate_label_call m full_register_cleanup_helper_label in
450 append_instruction m IRet
451 ;;



452 (* Generates a list of instructions forming the return entry point *)
453 let generate_return_entry_point (m : ll_module) =
454 match m with Module(src, lines, a, d) ->
455 let m = Module(src, lines, next_entry_point_address a, d) in
456 let m = append_label m return_entry_point_label in
457 let m = generate_address_in_mod_check m SP halt_helper_label
458 (return_entry_point_label_suffix "sp_ok") in
459 let m = append_label m (return_entry_point_label_suffix "sp_ok") in
460 let m = generate_stack_switch m in
461 append_instruction m IRet
462 ;;
463
464 (* ***** Method code generation ***** *)
465 (* Generates a list of instructions to initialize a local variable. It assumes
466 * the register R0 contains the value 1. *)
467 let generate_local_var_init (m : ll_module) (var : hl_var_decl) =
468 match var with VDecl(_, index, value) ->
469 List.fold_left append_instruction m
470 [ISub(SP, R0);
471 IMovi(R1, translate_value value);
472 IMovs(SP, R1)]
473 ;;
474
475 (* Generates a list of instructions to push a parameter contained in a
476 * register onto the stack. It assumes the register R0 contains the value 1. *)
477 let generate_param_copy_to_stack (m : ll_module) (param : hl_param_decl) =
478 match param with
479 | PDecl(TUnit, index) ->
480 List.fold_left append_instruction m
481 [ISub(SP, R0);
482 IMovi(R1, IInt(0));
483 IMovs(SP, R1)]
484 | PDecl(_, index) ->
485 List.fold_left append_instruction m
486 [ISub(SP, R0);
487 IMovs(SP, register_for_param index)]
488 ;;
489
490 (* Generates a prologue for a given high-level method. *)
491 let generate_prologue (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) =
492 match md with MDecl(_, index, params, vars, body) ->
493 let m0 = append_label m (method_prologue_label index) in
494 let m1 = append_instruction m0 (IMovi(R0, IInt(1))) in
495 let m2 = List.fold_left generate_param_copy_to_stack m1 params in
496 List.fold_left generate_local_var_init m2 vars
497 ;;
498
499 (* Generates instructions that load the address of a given local variable into
500 * register R3. *)
501 let generate_var_address (m : ll_module) (VI(vi) : hl_var_index) =
502 List.fold_left append_instruction m
503 [IMovi(R3, IInt(0));
504 IAdd(R3, SP);
505 IMovi(R2, IInt(vi));
506 IAdd(R3,R2)]
507 ;;
508
509 (* Generates instructions that store the value of a given register into a given
510 * local variable. *)
511 let generate_store_var (m : ll_module) (vi : hl_var_index) (r : ll_register) =
512 let m0 = generate_var_address m vi in
513 append_instruction m0 (IMovs(R3, r))
514 ;;



515 (* Generates instructions that load the value of a given local variable into
516 * a given register. *)
517 let generate_load_var (m : ll_module) (vi : hl_var_index) (r : ll_register) =
518 let m0 = generate_var_address m vi in
519 append_instruction m0 (IMovl(r, R3))
520 ;;
521
522 (* Generates instructions for storing the value of a given register into a
523 * given field *)
524 let generate_store_field (m : ll_module) (fi : hl_field_index) (r : ll_register) =
525 List.fold_left append_instruction m
526 [IMovi(R3, ILabelRef(field_label fi));
527 IMovs(R3, r)]
528 ;;
529
530 (* Generates instructions for loading the value of a given field into a
531 * given register *)
532 let generate_load_field (m : ll_module) (fi : hl_field_index) (r : ll_register) =
533 List.fold_left append_instruction m
534 [IMovi(R3, ILabelRef(field_label fi));
535 IMovl(r, R3)]
536 ;;
537
538 (* Generates instructions for performing a compare between two given local
539 * variables and for loading the address of a given label into a given
540 * register. Usefull for performing conditional jumps. *)
541 let generate_cjump (m : ll_module) (x1 : hl_var_index) (x2 : hl_var_index) (l : ll_label)
542 (r : ll_register) =
543 let m0 = generate_load_var m x1 R0 in
544 let m1 = generate_load_var m0 x2 R1 in
545 let m2 = generate_load_label m1 l r in
546 append_instruction m2 (ICmp(R0, R1))
547 ;;
548
549 (* Generates instructions for clearing all registers with a given index or
550 * higher. *)
551 let rec generate_register_clear (m : ll_module) (i : int) =
552 try (
553 let m = append_instruction m (IMovi(register_for_param_index i, IInt 0)) in
554 generate_register_clear m (i + 1))
555 with Too_Many_Parameters -> m
556 ;;
557
558 (* Generates instructions for copying a given local variable to a register
559 * with a given index. *)
560 let generate_param_copy_to_register ((m,i) : ll_module * int) (param : hl_var_index) =
561 (generate_load_var m param (register_for_param_index i), i+1)
562 ;;
563
564 (* Generates instructions for copying a given list of local variables to the
565 * parameter registers. *)
566 let generate_params_copy_to_registers (m : ll_module) (params : hl_var_index list) =
567 let copied = List.fold_left generate_param_copy_to_register (m,0) params in
568 generate_register_clear (fst copied) (snd copied)
569 ;;
570
571 let is_param (VI(i) : hl_var_index) (param : hl_param_decl) =
572 match param with PDecl(typ, VI(index)) ->
573 i == index
574 ;;
575
576 let is_var (VI(i) : hl_var_index) (var : hl_var_decl) =
577 match var with VDecl(typ, VI(index), init_value) ->
578 i == index
579 ;;



580 let get_type (md : hl_method_decl) (i : hl_var_index) =
581 match md with MDecl(_, _, params, vars, _) ->
582 try match (List.find (is_param i) params) with
583 | PDecl(typ, _) -> typ with
584 | Not_found ->
585 match (List.find (is_var i) vars) with
586 | VDecl(typ, _, _) -> typ
587 ;;
588
589 let is_unit_method_ref (t : hl_type) =
590 match t with
591 | TMethod(_, ret) -> ret == TUnit
592 | _ -> false
593 ;;
594
595 (* Generates instructions for calculating the value of a high-level expression. *)
596 let generate_expression (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) (e : hl_expression) =
597 match e with
598 | EMovi (v) ->
599 append_instruction m (IMovi(R0, translate_value v))
600 | EMov (x) ->
601 generate_load_var m x R0
602 | EAdd (x1, x2) ->
603 let m = generate_load_var m x1 R0 in
604 let m = generate_load_var m x2 R1 in
605 append_instruction m (IAdd(R0,R1))
606 | ESub (x1, x2) ->
607 let m = generate_load_var m x1 R0 in
608 let m = generate_load_var m x2 R1 in
609 append_instruction m (ISub(R0,R1))
610 | EField (f) ->
611 generate_load_field m f R0
612 | ECalli (mi,p) ->
613 let m = generate_load_label m (method_prologue_label mi) R0 in
614 let m = generate_params_copy_to_registers m p in
615 append_instruction m (ICall(R0))
616 | ECall (x,p) -> (* callback *)
617 let m = generate_params_copy_to_registers m p in
618 let m = generate_load_var m x R0 in
619 let m = generate_label_call m callback_helper_label in (* result in R0 *)
620 if (is_unit_method_ref (get_type md x)) then
621 append_instruction m (IMovi(R0, IInt(0)))
622 else m
623 ;;
624
625 (* Generates instructions performing the a given high-level statement *)
626 let generate_line_code (mi : hl_method_index) (md : hl_method_decl) (m : ll_module)

((l, s) : hl_line) =
627 let m0 = append_label m (method_label_label mi l) in
628 match s with
629 | SVarAssign (x, e) ->
630 let m1 = generate_expression m0 md e in
631 generate_store_var m1 x R0
632 | SFieldAssign (f, x) ->
633 let m1 = generate_load_var m0 x R0 in
634 generate_store_field m1 f R0
635 | SJmp (l) ->
636 generate_label_jump m0 (method_label_label mi l)
637 | SBeq (x1, x2, l) ->
638 let m1 = generate_cjump m0 x1 x2 (method_label_label mi l) R3 in
639 append_instruction m1 (IJe(R3))
640 | SBlt (x1, x2, l) ->
641 let m1 = generate_cjump m0 x1 x2 (method_label_label mi l) R3 in
642 append_instruction m1 (IJl(R3))
643 | SRet (x) ->
644 generate_load_var m0 x R0
645 ;;



646 (* Generates instructions for deallocating an activation record from the
647 * stack. *)
648 let generate_stack_teardown (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) =
649 match md with MDecl(_, _, params, vars, _) ->
650 List.fold_left append_instruction m
651 [IMovi(R1, IInt(List.length params + List.length vars));
652 IAdd(SP,R1)]
653 ;;
654
655
656 (* Generates the epilogue for a given high-level method. *)
657 let generate_epilogue (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) =
658 match md with MDecl(_, index, _, _, _) ->
659 let m0 = append_label m (method_epilogue_label index) in
660 let m1 = generate_stack_teardown m0 md in
661 append_instruction m1 IRet
662 ;;
663
664 (* Generates instructions for a given high-level method. *)
665 let generate_method_code (m : ll_module) (md : hl_method_decl) =
666 match md with MDecl(_, index, params, vars, body) ->
667 let m0 = generate_prologue m md in
668 let m1 = List.fold_left (generate_line_code index md) m0 body in
669 generate_epilogue m1 md
670 ;;
671
672 (* ***** Helper procedures ***** *)
673 (* Generates a helper method for checking whether an address in R0 is within
674 * the memory bounds of the protected module *)
675 let generate_return_address_check_helper (m : ll_module) =
676 let m0 = append_label m return_address_check_helper_label in
677 let m1 = generate_address_in_mod_check m0 R0 halt_helper_label (LLabel "rac_helper_ok") in
678 let m2 = append_label m1 (LLabel "rac_helper_ok") in
679 append_instruction m2 IRet
680 ;;
681
682 (* Generates a helper method for performing a callback to unprotected code. The
683 * address in unprotected code to jump to is assumed to be in R0. *)
684 let generate_callback_helper (m : ll_module) =
685 let m = append_label m callback_helper_label in
686 let m = generate_equals_check m null_address halt_helper_label in
687 let m = generate_address_in_mod_check m R0 halt_helper_label (LLabel"callback_helper_out") in
688 let m = append_label m (LLabel "callback_helper_out") in
689 let m = generate_stack_switch m in
690 let m = generate_load_label m return_entry_point_label R3 in
691 let m = generate_push_onto_stack m R3 in
692 let m = generate_working_register_cleanup m in
693 append_instruction m (IJmp(R0))
694 ;;
695
696 (* Generates a helper method for clearing all registers (including the flags) except R0. *)
697 let generate_full_register_cleanup_helper (m : ll_module) =
698 let m0 = append_label m full_register_cleanup_helper_label in
699 List.fold_left append_instruction m0
700 [IMovi(R1, IInt(0));
701 IMovi(R2, IInt(0));
702 IMovi(R3, IInt(0));
703 IMovi(R4, IInt(0));
704 IMovi(R5, IInt(0));
705 IMovi(R6, IInt(0));
706 IMovi(R7, IInt(0));
707 IMovi(R8, IInt(0));
708 IMovi(R9, IInt(0));
709 IMovi(R10, IInt(0));
710 IMovi(R11, IInt(0));
711 ICmp(R1, R2);
712 IRet]
713 ;;



714 (* Generates a helper method for storing 0 into R0 and then halting the
715 * system. *)
716 let generate_halt_helper (m : ll_module) =
717 let m = append_label m halt_helper_label in
718 List.fold_left append_instruction m
719 [IMovi(R0, IInt(0));
720 IHalt]
721 ;;
722
723 (* Generates the four helper method defined above. *)
724 let generate_helper_methods (m : ll_module) =
725 let m0 = generate_return_address_check_helper m in
726 let m1 = generate_callback_helper m0 in
727 let m2 = generate_full_register_cleanup_helper m1 in
728 generate_halt_helper m2
729 ;;
730
731 (* ***** Fields ***** *)
732
733 (* Reserves a memory cell for the shadow stack pointer field. *)
734 let generate_shadow_stack_pointer_field (m : ll_module) =
735 match m with Module(src, lines, LAddr(free_addr), d) ->
736 let new_lines = lines @ [(Some shadow_stack_pointer_field_label, LAddr(free_addr),
737 IData(IAddr secure_stack_base_address))] in
738 let new_addr = LAddr (free_addr + 1) in
739 Module(src, new_lines, new_addr, d)
740 ;;
741
742 (* Reserves memory space for all helper fields. *)
743 let generate_helper_fields (m : ll_module) =
744 generate_shadow_stack_pointer_field m
745 ;;
746
747 (* Initializes the secure stack. *)
748 let generate_initial_stack (m : ll_module) =
749 match (m, secure_stack_base_address) with (Module(src, lines, LAddr(free_addr), d), LAddr(s)) ->
750 let new_lines = lines @ [
751 (Some stack_base_label, secure_stack_base_address, IData(ILabelRef(halt_helper_label)))] in
752 let new_addr = LAddr(s + 1) in
753 Module(src, new_lines, new_addr, d)
754 ;;
755
756
757 (* ***** Object translation ***** *)
758 (* The ’entry method’ of the compiler. Translates a high-level object *)
759 let translate_object (o : hl_object_decl) =
760 match o with
761 | ODecl(fields, methods) ->
762 let m0 = Module(o, [], mod_base_address, ModDescriptor((List.length methods) + 1, code_size,
763 data_size)) in
764 let m1 = List.fold_left generate_entry_point m0 methods in
765 let m2 = generate_return_entry_point m1 in
766 let m3 = generate_helper_methods m2 in
767 let m4 = List.fold_left generate_method_code m3 methods in
768 let m5 = generate_initial_stack m4 in
769 let m6 = generate_helper_fields m5 in
770 List.fold_left generate_field m6 fields
771 ;;



772 (* ***** Output formatting functions ***** *)
773 let reg_name (r : ll_register) =
774 match r with
775 | PC -> "PC"
776 | R0 -> "R0"
777 | R1 -> "R1"
778 | R2 -> "R2"
779 | R3 -> "R3"
780 | R4 -> "R4"
781 | R5 -> "R5"
782 | R6 -> "R6"
783 | R7 -> "R7"
784 | R8 -> "R8"
785 | R9 -> "R9"
786 | R10 -> "R10"
787 | R11 -> "R11"
788 | SP -> "SP"
789
790 let immediate_to_string (imm : ll_immediate) =
791 match imm with
792 | IInt(i) -> string_of_int i
793 | IAddr(LAddr(a)) -> Printf.sprintf "0x%08X" a
794 | ILabelRef(LLabel(s)) -> s
795 ;;
796
797 let print_instruction (instr : ll_instruction) =
798 match instr with
799 | IMovl(r1,r2) -> Printf.printf "movl %s %s\n" (reg_name r1) (reg_name r2)
800 | IMovs(r1,r2) -> Printf.printf "movs %s %s\n" (reg_name r1) (reg_name r2)
801 | IMovi(r,i) -> Printf.printf "movi %s %s\n" (reg_name r) (immediate_to_string i)
802 | IAdd(r1,r2) -> Printf.printf "add %s %s\n" (reg_name r1) (reg_name r2)
803 | ISub(r1,r2) -> Printf.printf "sub %s %s\n" (reg_name r1) (reg_name r2)
804 | ICmp(r1,r2) -> Printf.printf "cmp %s %s\n" (reg_name r1) (reg_name r2)
805 | IJmp(r) -> Printf.printf "jmp %s\n" (reg_name r)
806 | IJe(r) -> Printf.printf "je %s\n" (reg_name r)
807 | IJl(r) -> Printf.printf "jl %s\n" (reg_name r)
808 | ICall(r) -> Printf.printf "call %s\n" (reg_name r)
809 | IRet -> Printf.printf "ret\n"
810 | IHalt -> Printf.printf "halt\n"
811 | INop -> Printf.printf "nop\n"
812 | IData(i) -> Printf.printf "data: %s\n" (immediate_to_string i)
813 ;;
814
815 let print_label_option (l : ll_label option) =
816 match l with
817 | Some (LLabel(s)) -> Printf.printf "%s:\n\t" s
818 | None -> Printf.printf "\t"
819 ;;
820
821 let print_address (LAddr(a) : ll_address) =
822 Printf.printf "0x%08X: " a
823 ;;
824
825 let print_line (l : ll_line) =
826 match l with
827 | (l, a, instr) -> print_label_option l; print_address a; print_instruction instr
828 ;;
829
830 let print_module (m : ll_module) =
831 match m with
832 | Module(src, lines, _, (ModDescriptor(n, cs, ss))) ->
833 Printf.printf "\nModule:\n";
834 Printf.printf " Base address: "; print_address mod_base_address; Printf.printf "\n";
835 Printf.printf " Code section size: %d\n" cs;
836 Printf.printf " Data section size: %d\n" ss;
837 Printf.printf " Nb. entry points: %d\n" n;
838 List.map print_line lines
839 ;;



840 (* ***** Some example high-level objects ***** *)
841 (*
842 object o {
843 Int i = 0;
844
845 Int plus(Int x0) {
846 l0: x1 = i;
847 l1: x2 = add x0 x1;
848 l2: i = x2;
849 l3: ret x2;
850 }
851 }
852 *)
853 let fi = FDecl(TInt, FI(0), VInt(0));
854 and mplus = MDecl(TInt, MI(0),
855 [PDecl(TInt, VI(0))],
856 [VDecl(TInt, VI(1), VInt(0));
857 VDecl(TInt, VI(2), VInt(0))],
858 [(LI(0), SVarAssign(VI(1), EField(FI(0))));
859 (LI(1), SVarAssign(VI(2), EAdd(VI(0),VI(1))));
860 (LI(2), SFieldAssign(FI(0), VI(2)));
861 (LI(3), SRet(VI(2)))]);
862 in print_module (translate_object (ODecl([fi], [mplus])) )
863 ;;
864
865 (*
866 object o {
867 Int f0 = 0;
868
869 Int plus2() {
870 var Int x0 = 0; Int x1 = 1; Int x2 = 2; Int x3 = 0;
871 l0: x0 = add x0 x1;
872 l1: blt x0 x2 l0;
873 l2: x3 = f0;
874 l3: x3 = add x3 x0;
875 l4: f0 = x3;
876 l5: ret x3;
877 }
878 }
879 *)
880 let fi = FDecl(TInt, FI(0), VInt(0));
881 and mplus = MDecl(TInt, MI(0),
882 [],
883 [VDecl(TInt, VI(0), VInt(0));
884 VDecl(TInt, VI(1), VInt(1));
885 VDecl(TInt, VI(2), VInt(2));
886 VDecl(TInt, VI(3), VInt(0));],
887 [(LI(0), SVarAssign(VI(0), EAdd(VI(0), VI(1))));
888 (LI(1), SBlt(VI(0), VI(2), LI(0)));
889 (LI(2), SVarAssign(VI(3), EField(FI(0))));
890 (LI(3), SVarAssign(VI(3), EAdd(VI(3), VI(0))));
891 (LI(4), SFieldAssign(FI(0), VI(3)));
892 (LI(5), SRet(VI(3)))]);
893 in print_module (translate_object (ODecl([fi], [mplus])) )
894 ;;
895
896 (*
897 object o {
898 Unit m(Unit x0) {
899 l0: ret x0;
900 }
901 }
902 *)
903 let m = MDecl(TUnit, MI(0),
904 [PDecl(TUnit, VI(0))], [],
905 [(LI(0), SRet(VI(0)))]);
906 in print_module (translate_object (ODecl([], [m])) )
907 ;;



908 (*
909 object o {
910 Int m(M<Int -> Unit> x0) {
911 var Int x1 = 5; Unit x2 = unit;
912 l0: x2 = x0(x1)
913 l1: ret x1;
914 }
915 }
916 *)
917 let m = MDecl(TInt, MI(0),
918 [PDecl(TMethod([TInt],TUnit), VI(0))],
919 [VDecl(TInt, VI(1), VInt(5));
920 VDecl(TUnit, VI(2), VUnit)],
921 [(LI(0), SVarAssign(VI(2), ECall(VI(0), [VI(1)])));
922 (LI(1), SRet(VI(1)))]);
923 in print_module (translate_object (ODecl([], [m])) )
924 ;;
925
926
927
928 (*
929 object o {
930 Int value = 0;
931 Int secret = 0;
932
933 Int getValue() {
934 var x0 = 0;
935 l0: x0 = value;
936 l1: ret x0;
937 }
938 }
939 *)
940 let fvalue = FDecl(TInt, FI(0), VInt(0));
941 and fsecret = FDecl(TInt, FI(1), VInt(0));
942 and mgetValue = MDecl(TInt, MI(0),
943 [],
944 [VDecl(TInt, VI(0), VInt(0))],
945 [(LI(0), SVarAssign(VI(0), EField(FI(0))));
946 (LI(1), SRet(VI(0)))]);
947 in print_module (translate_object (ODecl([fvalue; fsecret], [mgetValue])) )
948 ;;


